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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the issue of small scale farmers' application of

improved agricultural technologies, The study concentrates on small scale maize

production, a major rural activity in Ghana, and seeks [Q assess farmers' supply

response resulting from th~ application of improved maize produc[lon

technologies.
Several studies on fanners' supply response e'dst However. most of these

studies often concentrated upon farmers' response to price changes hence the

exclu~ive focus on price factors as the major variable in e.xplaining farmers' supply

responses.

This present study posired that ~non-price" factors In particular applic3[1()n

of improved technologies are major determinants of agflcultural supply - Thn:...

improved maize production technologIes, namely, plaming of improved variety (I)

application of chemical fertiliur (II) and tractor ploughing (lJI} and combina[iuns

of these technologies were investigated,

Results of rhe survey revealed [hat: first, rhe planung of improved variet)'

(I) was the most commonly applied of rhe improved maize producrion rechnologies

Second, the prevailing governmem economic policies were [he most irnponan(

factor influencing the levels of application of improved maize production

technologies. Fifty ei,ght per cem of the respondents applied the combInation uf all

three !echnologies ([ + 1I + III), 22 per cent applied two out of the Ihree

technologies ([ + 1I, I + III, II + III) whilst 20 per cent applied only one Th!rd,

the application of the improved maize production technologies (I, 1I and 1I1) did not

significantly influence the quantity of maize supplied (QS I. Rather, gross margtn

(GM) and fann size (R) were the significant factors that influenced the quantity of

maize supplied (QS)

The study thus shows that small scale maize farmers In (he stuJy ar~a need

to be encouraged to improve on theIr farm SlleS. Govenunenl shOUld also provide

the requisite education and demonstration through the development of stronger

relationship between small scale farmers and extensIOn agents.

i.~.i
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1: Rationale for the study

Food deficit is a major development problem in Sub-Saharan Airica ( Acharya,

1994, Diouf, 1990, Von Braun and Paultno,1991,l. Recent statistiCS show that

Africa is the only continent where per capica food production is declining. to the

point of being a serious concern to the world community. Two decades ago, (he

average growrh of agricultural production In Afrh.:J was .2 .J per cenl per annum

while its population \\'as increasing at 2.6 per cent per annum. By Jl)87, rhL'

growth rate ofagriculturaJ production had fallen to about 1.3 per cent per annum,

while the population growth rate had climbed to 3.1 per cent (Dioui, 1990).

ThiS situation has brought about Important consequences. Firs(]y. Africa

is no longer able [0 feed Hs people, According to the World Bank, about 20 per

cemoftheregion'spopularion is undemounshed ( Slnkam, 1988). Dietary energy

supply is believed to have fallen below the level required In at least 27 Afncan

countries. In some of these countries, tht: nutritional defICIency in terms of daily

percapila iood supply has been as high as 1" pereent annually (ECA, 19~7). Th"

has exposed a growing number of the people to lethal diseases such as

Xerophthalmia, goiter, and cretinism (Trant. 1989), wirn SOlTle of the vletHns dymg

in excruciating circumstances. The stark reality of (his fact ponrayed rhrough

televised images of starving children ~ has had an impact upon rhe world's affluenl
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societies, giving an ethical dimension to the problem.

Robert Macnamara, former president of the World Bank captured the

essence of tllis crisis when he declared in the Sir John Crawford Memorial lecture

(Washington, D.C. 1985) that:

The harsh truth is that sub-Saharan Africa
todny faces a crisis of unprecendented
proportions. The physical environment is
deteriorating. Per capita production of
food graills is fallillg. Populatioll growth
rates are the highest ill the world alld
rising. National economies are in disarray.
And intemational assistance in real tenns is
movillg downwards". (Hallsen, /989).

In the face of such shrinking food production, the region has heen

confronted with three options. One, to direct scarce foreign exchange earnings to

the importation of food. Second, to rely on food aid and third, rely on

improvement in local food production. For instance, since 1960, the region's food

imports (mainly cereals) have increased eight-fold (FAa, 1986). Between 1974

and 1987, despite a three-fold increase in food aid, the cereal import doubled to

over US$ I billion. In 1989, the volume of food cereals imported was 8.2 mdlion

tonnes. This jumped to 11.4 million tonnes in 1991/92. In value tenns. the

region's annual food import (including cereals) are equivalent to roughly 30 per

cent of its agricultural export earnings (OAU, 1984). The cereal import in 1989

alone cost the region about US$ Ibillon (ECA, 1989). Over the years. the

region's food import dependency ratio (net import expressed as a percentage of

tolal domestic supply) has increased. And the region's inability to cope with riSing

2
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fuod impor1s bas oecessi1aled a mounting volume of food aid. Thus, for instaoce,

wilb less than IS per cent of the world's populatioo, lbe region has until recently

received SO per cent of all fuod aid flows to developing countries (FAO,I990).

It is reponed that Gbaoa spends on the average c ISO million in importing "food

and live animals" per annum since I97S (Micah and Adei, 1989). These options,

have of necessity, been resoned to in desperate effon to meet the region's food

demand which has been expanding at an annual rate of 2.9 per cent since 1960

(Yaker, 1993). However, there is very lirtle room to increase this volume since

most of the countries in the region are facing chronic balance of paymem deficit.

Secondly, evidence available in literature indicates that food impons pre

empt a good pan of the impon capacity of the country leavlOg little for lOvesunent

in industry and this adversely affects the patlern of industnalization.

Furthenoore. Schneider (1984). in his work "Meeting Food Needs in a

Context of Change" has assened that food impons adversely affect consumers.

Schneider argued that the immediate positive effect of low priced imponed food

may he replaced by hardship of high priced food in the future if there is an upward

trend in world market price or coocessiooaJ food supplies are discontinued. In the

meantime the opportUnity for increased domestic producuon and increased

pl'OliJctivity may have been forgone because of the depressmg effect of cheap food

imports. Imponed food. though may offer the consumer a greater chance of

meeting their dietary requirements, it may nOI take imo account its nutntional

quality. Concluding, Schneider (1984), mentioned that food impon sometimes

-.us to he pan of self-reinforcing "vicious circle of underdevelopment", since the
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satisfaction of increased urban food needs through imports depresses domestic

.agriculture, which in tum lead to further urbanization via rural-urban migration and

to further increases in food import and external debts.

Food aid helps [0 improve nutrition, since it transfers one of life's most

basic requirements from places of plenty to people who do not have enough.

However. the dependence on food aid as an option is not without problems.

Several detrimental effecrs of food aid on agricu/(uraJ production of recipient

counrries have been identified and reported in literature.

Food aid, for instance. is reported to have an adverse effect on agriculture

since j[ pro\'ides an alternative cheap source of food for marginal farmers, who are

thus, enabled to neglect cultivation (Schneider, 1978).

In the shon term, food aid is also assened to depress food prices, make

internaJ terms of trade tum against local production. and increases the tendency to

reduce production except in subsistence farmers. Depressed prices. imply income

increase for consumers. as a consequence demand increases, further unleashing

negative effects on prices and output.

Among the long tenn detrimental effects of food aid on reciepient countries

identified in literature include the followmg:

increasing dependence on food aid.

if there are insufficient alternative production pOSSIbilities In

agriculture, a lasting damage will result in this sector.

prevention of the introduction of improved production

4
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technologies.

tendency to increase rural-urban migration and its attendent

problems.

possibly damage to domestic producers because of distabilzed

market conditions.

undue political manipulation and interference in the socia-economic

development of recipient countries (Schneider, 19781.

On the basis of the foregoing, jf can be clearly seen that food Imports and

food aid are not the best options open !O African countries, if they are [Q overcome:

their food deficit problems. The only vIable option for developing countries.

particularly those in Sub-Saharan Africa lO break out of rhe food djfJCH problem is

[0 strengthen their own domestic agriculture.

In Ghana ([rue for most of the coumries of sub-Saharan Africa), most of

the agricultural production activities are earned out by small seal, fanners

(lFAD, 1993, Hansen. 1989, Brown. 1989). Though the definlllon of "Small Scale

Farmer" has been the subject of much debate. it still remalOs fuzzy (Valdes l:l ill

1979, Whanon, 1%9). A precise definition, however, IS not reqUIred to rCl:ogrllze

their importance in the economy. According to IFAD (1993), about 95 per cent

of (he [otal food producuon in Ghana onglnates from small scale traditional

farming. The small scale producer, according to IFAD (1993), cuilivates more

than a plot of land and usually has holdings smaller than I.6 hecla res 14 acres) and
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2 hectares (five acres) in Northern Ghana. They constitute about 76 per ceOl of all

land holders and cultivate 44 per cent of the total cultivated land. In addition,

small scale farmers form the bulk of the rural population and they generally have

low incomes and low standard of living.

Among the major categories of food crops produced by the small scale

farmers in Ghana are grains and cereals. Within this category maize has been

idemified as the most important Maize is one of the staples of Ghanaians. Ir is

cultivated on more than 500.000 hectares and across all agro-ecoJogical zones in

Ghana. (GGDP, 1991). The crop constitutes a rich source of carbohydrate both for

human and animal nutrition. In humans, it is consumed in a variety of forms

including different types of fermented steamed maize dough. pOrridge, gruels and

cooked or roasted green ears. It also features prominently 10 infant weaning food

country-wide. In animal nutrition, maize is presently the main energy source 10

non-ruminant feeds. It averages 50-60% by weight of the total feed and provides

much of the energy requirement The production and marketing of the Lrop also

constjtute a major source of employment and income (Q farm families across the

nation because of its reasonable ease of production and existence of marketing

channels from production centres to urban centres where the bulk of consumers are

concentrated.

The critical importance of maize [Q food self-sufficiency and food security

in Ghana is refleered in Ihe esrablishment of the Ghana Grams Development ProjeCI

(GGDP) in 1979. - a joint venlUre belween the government of Ghana, and Canada

6
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and being implemented by the Crop Research Institute (CRI), the International

Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMyn, with the Ministry of Food and

Agriculwre (MOFA), the Grains and Legume Development Board (GLDB) and the

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) as cooperating bodies (GGDP,

1991), Substantial investments have been made by GGDP in developing Improved

maize production technologies. Many high-yielding varieties, disease resistant

varieties, varieties with differenl maturing periods etc, mostly a selection from

crosses involving traditional and mtroduced varieties and/or their re-selections have

been rested in regional, multi-IDeational and on-fann trials. Some of these varietIes

have been released to fanners in the maize producing areas (see Appendix A: Table

1.1). Other improved maize production technologies have also been made available

to farmers. (see Appendix A: Tables 1.2, AppendIX A: Table 1.3 and AppedlX

A: 1.4). Furthermore, since the early parts of the 19805, annual maize and cowpea

workshops have been organized by the CRJ to equip extension officers and farmers

with information on developed improved maize technologies. Non-governmental

organizations such as Sasakawa Global 2000, World Vision Imernational etc are

also actively involved in the dissemination of information on these improved

technologies to farmers. In addition, seeds of improved varieties have been made

available to farmers through several channels. The Ghana Seed Company was

established in 1979 and was responsible for producing and distributing maize seeds

until 1989 when it stopped operating. The GLDB also produced seeds of Improved

maize varieties and made them available for sale through the boards's staffwho are

7
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based in towns and villages throughout the country. Extension agents from MOFA

have also distributed or sold implOved varieties to farmers with whom they work.

In recent years, 50.2000 has both purchased and produced seeds of implOved

maize to make available to farmers as part of their loan and demonstration

programme. Currently with the advent of trade liberalization, seeds of unproved

maize varieties and other inputs particularly agro - chemicals - fertilizers and

pesticides - are now sold by private indIviduals in [he open market scattered

throughout the towns and villages of the country, InspHe of the avaJlabtlity of these

improved maize production technologIes eVidence exists to show that there IS an

unshrinking gap between small scale farmers agricultural practices and those

recommended by the research Slatlons (GGDP, 1991 I.

To address the problem of food deficit and at [he same tlrne Improve the

levels of income and subsequently the sUlIldard of living of the small scak fanners

calls for the adoption of strategies that embody the dual objectlve of increasing food

production and improving the Income generatmg capacity of the small scale

fanners. The adoption of Improved agncultural produt:tion technologies has been

recognized as one of the major strategies (MckenZie, 1988, Mellor, 1988, CGIAR,

1995).

According to Mckenzie, (J 988) "there is no doubt that (echnologlcal change

will become even more Important, sInce producnvity and comparatIve advantage

for agricultural production will depend more on technology rather than natural

resources". Mellor (1988), on his pan, assened that al present, the low purchasing
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power of the poor, mostly small scale farmers in many Third World countries

means that they lack the means to buy more food at any price and that technological

change in agriculture represents the best way to boast the purchasing power of the

poor. Mellor (1988), further stated that, technological change in agriculture would

not only raise the total level of domestic food supplies but would at the same time

increase the ability of the poor to purchase such supplies. CGIAR (1995), on thOlt

pan argued that improved agriculrural technologies, improved infrastructure. better

government policies and more education are necessary for improved food

production and supply, but then, improved technologies is the most reliable source

of hlgher productivity and this undoubtedly holds true for the next century.

Furthertnore, CGIAR (1995), emphasized that, increasingly, prudent govern men!

policies would encourage farmers and other producers ro use these improved

technologies and this among others, would lead to Improved agricultural

productivity and ourput. Increased food Supply has several Implications. First,

increased supply of food, all things been equal, would lead to a decline m real

prices of staples - they would become affordable to more people, less of family

budget would then be required for sustenance, and more would be available for a

variety of other purposes. Second, increased supply of food, would raJse (he

incomes of families engaged in agriculture. This would enable them to improve the

qualiry of their own lives - a better diet, better housing, more educauon, more tools

and so on. Furthermore, the additional demand for non-farm goods and services

generated by the increased fann incomes would add to (he incomes of otht}fs, who
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would in tum contribute to widening rounds of spending that increase the demand

for goods and services throughout the economy. Again, increased agricultural

earnings would lead to higher government revenues, which could be used to

stimulate other sectors, notably industry or as capital for human resource

development. In effect. higher incomes from the agricultural activities lubricates

the whole process of economIc growth and subsequently Increased welfare of the

smalJ scale fanners in particular. However, the advanrages of modern agricultural

science and technology have not yet effectively reached at least a billion small scale

farmers located throughout rhe world (Leagans, 1979). A more sympathetic

understanding of the conditiOns that persuade such farmers to accept agricultural

innovations could facilitate increased food production as powerfully as the new

technology itself. Again, many government de\"elopment plans, poliCies and

projects geared towards IInprovernent In Sill all scalt agncuhure and subsequently

(he welfare of the small scale farmers have emphaucally faIled to make tht:Jf

expected impact on the course of development. These failures, accordlfig .,j Carr

(1982) have sometimes occurred because the fundamental features which

charactenzed small scale or peasant agnculture - relating to Its physical and

economIc endowments, lhe obJec[[ves and priOritIes of ItS farm families and the

peculiar constramed envIronment In which It operales - have not been understood

by policy makers, and planners at planning and project levels. Without thiS

understanding, agncultural planning and agncuhural poliCies, though they may

accord with governmenl Objectives, will make little or no sense at the farm level

1 I)
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(ClaylOn, 1983). It is highly desirable, dlerefore, for policy-makers to have some

views about small scale fanners' behaviour and farmers' response to economic and

non-economic incentives. But. again, this will require an awareness of the facwrs

which, at the farm level, influence or constrain fanners' decisions and actions, and

an insight into the objectives the farmer and his family seek to achieve.

1.2: Statement of the problem

A number of socio-economlC studies have been conduued In Ghana to

determine farmers production constraints and applic3110n of improved maw:

production lechnologles. Results from thest' studies IndICate that the appIICi.1tIUn ll!

improved maize production technologies by slllall scale farmers has been mixed.

less optimistic [han expected, despite the potential benefits expected from

application mainly In terms of increased yields. From the curren( low levels (5-6

maxi bags per acre), a potential increase to 22 maXI-bags per acre may be cx:rected

(GGDP. 1994; DankYI and Appau. 1990). These varYing levels of applICation

imply thar fanners attach different relative Importance to the recommended

improved maize production technologies and hence the varying quantities of maize

supplied to the market by small scale farmers even within [he same loca/It)

Se\'eral factors such as farm Size, the type of land tenure, the scale of

production, inputs and credit availability, access to output markel, storage and

distribution facilities, farm labour, farm machinery, and so on have been

hypotheSIzed to be associated with the application of unproved agricultural

I I
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technologies by farmers (Feder, Just and Zilberman, 1985).

Despite the considerable research and attention given to the issue of the

application of improved agricultural technologies, a consensus has not been

de,eloped regarding the social and economic factors that lead farmers to apply

impro\'ed agricultural technologies. Because of natural resources, cultural.

polaicaJ and socia-economic differences, the importance of faclOfs affecting rhe

appllcation of improved agricultural technologies differ across countries. For

example, a review of technology adoption sludies by Heisey and Mwangi (1993).

showed that factors lntluenclng the appJicauon of unproved agricultural

[echnologies differ by location. On rhe basis of the foregomg, lhere IS the need !O

condu~( specific studies on rhe application of Improved agricultural technologies

in areas where extension and research programmes have been Implememed to

understand the Important factors affecting applicanon of rmproved produc(Jon

technologies in these areas.

Furthermore, despHe the grov.:lng literature on supply response a'1d the

growmg recognltlon of non pnce-factors, few researchers have ventured rnlo

modellmg of non-price factors m agricultural supply analYSIS. The problems. center

on the quanufiabJlity, proVIded that reltable data eXIsts, of these factors and the

fine-runmg that is reqUired If the models are to capture {he speCIfic reality of (he

indIvidual country or crop where the model is applred. Among the most common

non-price factors encountered in empirical estimation are, investment In research

and development, mitial conditions related to production structure, land constraints,
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regulations. rate of urbanization. population densities. access to capital.

agroclimatic conditions and external shocks, but not that much on technology has

been investigated (Ogbu and Gbetibouo. 1990).

This thesis, therefore sought to ascertain the specific conditions of small

scale farmers which intluence their decision making process about whether or not

ro apply improved maize production technologies and subsequently examined the

importance of the application of impro\'ed maize producuon technologies on the

quantily of maize supplied to the market by these farmers.

In sum, this thesis examined rhe Irnportance of the application of improved

agricultural technology for promoting Increased production by assessing maIze

production activities of small scale maize fanners in the Ejura-Sekyedomasi DIstrict

of Ghana.

1.3: Objectives of the study:

I.

2.

3.

The main objectives of this study were:

To identify the various improved maize production technologies that have

been extended to farmers in the study area.

To determine {he adoption levels and adoption rate of improved maize

varieties, application of chemical fertilizer and tractor ploughIng among

small scale maize fanners in tht: E]ura-Sekyedomasi District.

To detennine the relationship between technological practice of small scale

maize farmers and the quantity of maize supplied.
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4. To analyse fmdings.

5. Allempt conclusions and recommendations that may be useful In

formulating future policy decisions on how to improve the rates of

application of recommended improved maize production technologies and

subsequently improve maize output levels.

This study specifically tested the hypothesis thar:

"Small scale fanners respond significantly alld substanuall)' to

technological practices that enhance the quantity of agricultural

products supplied".

1.4: Definition of terms

Small Scale Famler: In this study, a small scale farmer was considered as a

farmer:

owning or working on hired small family-based plots

having farm size ranging between 2.0 acres and 10 acres

depending largely on traditional methods of farming such as the use of

sjrnple farm tools - cur/ass, hoe, hand plough and in many cases on raw

human power provided mostly by family members.

depending largely and directly on natural factors such as rainfall for their

production.

Adoption: In this study a farmer was considered to have adopted a technology if

he/she uses it to any extent on his/her farm (Ahmed, 1981, Feder JuSt a~d
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Zilberman, 1985).

Adoption Rate: Was defined as the number of farmers using the technology as

a percentage of the total number of surveyed farmers.

Adoption Levels: In this study,adoption level was defined as the number of

{echnologies used (Akorhe, 1981, Nweke and Akorhe. 1983).

1.5 Importance of the study

It is hoped that the results obtained from this study will among others,

provide infonnation upon which the current knowledge of agricultural research at

rhe National Agricultural Research System in Ghana and other maiZt:~ prodUCIng

areas in Sub-Saharan Africa especially regions of West Africa Will be based. ThIS

is very critical indeed since agricu]wraJ development ultimately depends on the

degree to which farmers especially the small scale farmers are \villmg and able [0

incorporate research findings into their fanntng systems and rhe degree to whIch

researchers are willing to incorporate fanners felt needs Into their research a,renda.

Secondly. this study will proVIde useful and functional information for the

bener prediction of shon-run domestic supply of maize in the country and bas~d

on the predictions, the appropriate strategies to put 1O place.

Thirdly, It is only with kno\I,'ledge of the responsiveness of agncultural

product (maize) supply that the effects of various specific policies on agncu/[ure

and overall economic growth and development can be responsibly examined and

the necessary corrective measures put in place.
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Funhennore, this study will provide useful and functional information for

predicting the fanner behaviour and for designing strategies to influence innovative

responses. The infonnation will assist officials of the Ministry of Food and

Agriculture (MOFA) in fonnulaCing policies and programmes which are responSIVe

to fanners local needs. Such information. H is hoped, will also be useful [0 non

governmental organIzations playing Vital roles In agricultural and rural

development in Ghana.

Finally, (his study will al50 contribute to the body of general knowledge (in

supply responsiveness In the agriculture uf developing countries. SpecIfically. b~

incorporating technology and gross lTIarglll analysIs In[() the agnt:ultural rCspun\~'

equal!lJn model, (his study provides" mClhodologJG.JI approach to s!UdYlng ~IJlJII

scale farmers' agricultural supply response' behaVIOUr.

1.6: Limitations of th~ stud~

ThIS s[udy IS not Immune to the general IJlnltatJons lflhcrent In research

based upon In(erviewlng techniques and semi-structured quesuonnalres. A maJur

Iimilauon of [hiS study IS that lntervle"'erS were us.ed for the translation t:.1I

questions from English to {he farmers' loc:al languages and rt:porung (he farmer')

responses. It was assumed, at the onse! of the study. [hat given adequatc pre

uaining, the interviewers would be capable of correClly lnrerpn:ung rhe meaning)

of the research questions for (he mostly 11111t:rate sampled farmers LO understand and

correuly Interprering and reporung farmers' responses Ifl a c:kiH and conCl':>l;
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manner.

The data for this study were generated on the hasis of the memory recall of

me respondents. This constitutes another major limitation, because recall ability

often varies widely with different farmers in terms of the possibility of fanners

Jiving inaccurate answers to certain questions.
~ -

Anorher limitation of this srudy IS the omission of certain explanatory

variables. Inclusion of prices of mher products. size of family as well as orher

technology specific characteristics and other socia-cultural vaflables would have

further facilitated estimating the supply responsiveness of small scale maize

farmers. The above limitation not withstandmg, the factors selected and used in the

response model were expected [0 provide enough Information on the supply

responsiveness of small scale maize farmers' in the Ejura-Sekyedomasi DistflC( of

Ghana.

1.7: Structure of the dissertation

The dIssertation is organized In the following way:

Chapter One provides an Introductory overview of the whole study.

Chapter Two, which follows, reviews rhe relevant hterature on agricultural supply

response. This review provides the conceptual framework and the relevant

variables included in the supply response model{ 5) used III the study.

Chapter Three is In two pans. The first pan presents the profile of the

study area. Emphasis in thiS part IS placed on the general background of the study
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area. The second pan gives an indepth overview of the research methodology

including the research design, the 'ype and sources of dala, dala colieclIon

illSll'UmeDl and die prooedure for collecting and analyzing 'he dala, The emplClcal

supply response model used for analyzing farmers supply responsiveness IS also

included,

Chapter Four presents and analyzn (he empirical results of lh«: study.

In Chapter Five. the summary of the major findlllgs. conclUSions and trnpllcauom

of th: results and suggestlOlls fur future n:sean:h cffort on thiS suhJcl'! arc

presented.
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CHAPTER TWO

SMALL SCALE FARMERS' SUPPLY
RESPONSES IN FOOD PRODUCTION

2.0: Introduction

In order to specify models tha' are close to reality and ,hereby yield

reasonable resuhs, a full understanding of small scale farmers' behaviour In

production and the way small scale farmers respond to improved agricultural

technologies are importam. They are essential mgredients in model specification

for supply response analysis (Nerlove, 1958: Zanias, j 98 j, Wides and Dillion,

1978) and therefore are discussed ill this chapte,.

2.1: Small scale farmers' production behaviour

Discussions on the behaviour of small scale farmers in developing coun[rles

have often centered around their responsiveness to prices to which vanous

hypotheses have been pu, forward. These hypotheses, however, can be

conveniently divided into three major ca'egories (Behrman j 968):

i. that small scale farmers respond quickly, normally and eff,ciently

to relative price changes;

ii. that the marketed production of subsistence farmers is inversely

related to prices:
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... that institutional constraints are so limiting that any price responseIll.

is insignificant.

The chief proponent of the first hypothesis was Schuhz (1964), who argues thaI:

"The rate at which Jamiers who have settled into traditional agriculture

accepT a newfacTor afproducTion depends upon iTS profiT, \liTh due al/owance for

risk and uncertainty and til this respect the response is similar to thar observed ill

modern agriculture".

Schultz (1964) concedes rhat some IJ1stHutlonal and culwral restraints, may

have adverse effecrs on production. He inSists that the subSistence prodUCing unJl

therefore maximizes its production (subject to the consrrall1ts which are Imposed

by facror availabilities and producuon function), sells wharever is needed to obtain

itS necessary monetary Income, and consumes the remainder. The marketed

surplus thus varies inversely with market price of the subSistence crop of concern.

He also argues that the doctflne 'har farmers JO poor counlfies eUher are

indifferent or respond perversely to changes In prices IS patently false and ha 'nful

(Schultz. ibid, p. 49). Since Schuhz' propOSitIOn. a number of supply response

studies have tended [0 SUPPOI1 hiS hypotheSIS on small scale farmers. Among them

are Dean (966), Salerman 09651 and Ady (J968). Behrman 119681 and Aska"

'-l a1 (1976) also comain comprehensive reviews of such studies. These StudH::S

cover a Wide range of commoduies incJudlOg annual crops such as maize,

groundnu[. sorghum and millet and perennial crops such as cocoa, rubber and sisal.

The second major hypothesis, also has a subsramial number of advocates.
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Neumark, (1959), Mathur and Ezekiel, (1961), Khatkhale (1962), all argue that

subsisrenee farmers may have fixed or relatively fixed monelary obligations, and,

therefore, only sell as much of their OUIPUI as is necessary 10 oblalD the required

income, The relatively fixed need for money income may exist because of

relatively fixed, monelary charges for rent, debt service and an inescapable small

amounlS of consumption of non-agricultural goods. Whatever production that need

not be sold to obtain the desired monetary income has a very high utility at the

margin in me on-fann consumption because of (he inadequate food supplies which

are available lO the subsistence producer~.

An alternative fonnulation which could underlie the same hyporhesis of an

inverse relationship between the marketed surplus of a subsistence crop and (ht:

market price is presented by Olson (1960) and Knshnan (1965). Olson and

Krishnan both argue that an Increased pnce of subslstc::nce crop may Increase the

producer's real income suffiCiently so that the income effect on demand for

consumption of thiS crop outweighs the price effects on produCliOi and

consumption. The marketed surplus, therefore, may vary IIlversely wHh the market

price.

The third major hypotheSIS, that cultural and Institutional restramts makt:

any price response of underdeveloped agnculture insignificant, IS attnbuted to the

theoretical underpmnlDgs of Boeke's (1953) Idea of "SOCial dualISm". Boeke

mainwDs that lhe social systems which prevail In many developing countries an:

differenr from the social systems of economically more advanced coumrie6 not III
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degree, but in kind, and, thus, require economic theories which are different in

kind from those which are applicable in developed countries. However, such

restraints leave considerable leeway for responses to economic variables and that

in the economic equilibrium of 'traditional agriculture' these responses result in

efficient utilization of existing factors of production.

Most proponents of this third hypothesis, however, would not maintain that

different economic theories are required to analyze underdeveloped agriculture.

They contend, instead, that institutional and cultural constraints limit to relative

insigniticance the responses which are implied by generally accepted micro

economic theory. The subset of such conslraint which is most often emphasized

may be subsumed under what Wharton (1962) has termed "human inelasticity".

Aspects of this inelasticity include limited knowledge of the "possible", limited

tastes, limited inquisitiveness, a natural conservatism, and a set of social values

which grant considerable prestige to the sponsors of certain social ceremonies and

the holders of large amounts of factors, regardless of the efficiency with which

such factors are utilized. A second subset of institutional restraints which has

received considerable emphasis covers the various hypothesized market

imperfections which prevent developing countries' agriculture from exhibiting

significant price responses (Olson, 1960; Gupta and Majid, 1962;). The factur

market is said to be imperfect 10 several important respects. Inadequatt

tranSponation, and communication facilities are hypothesized to have limited below

desirable levels, supplies of factors such as chemical fertilizers in rural marktts.
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Even within small geographical areas, factor markets are said often to be very

fragmented because of traditional tenure arrangement. Factors, thus, are not easily

re-allocated as a result of price changes. Credit markets are said to be Imperfect.

Perhaps most impol1ant of aU, knowledge of the new factor and new techniques is

said to be considerably less than perfect. Product markets, too, are hypothesized

to be far from perfect. Transportation and storage facilities are said to be

inadequate. Markets are said [Q be fragmented in small geographical areas because

of lack of a pervasive monetary system In combination \\'ith the overwhelming

concern among many farmers producing enough food to guarantee physiological

survival. In many [ocalitles, funhenTIore, farmers are said (Q be explOited by

oligopolistic middlemen.

Various supporters of the institutional and cultural constraints hypotheSIS

have weighted differently the importance of the various constraints. Suppon seems

to be growing, however, for the analYSIS of developing countries agncuhure as a

system problem instead of emphasing only one or only a few COnSlfalnls (Lev.Js,

1964). Interdependence, in thiS View, is conSidered pervasive that many

determinants will have (0 be altered In concert if substantial outpUt Increases are

10 be achieved. MoS! members of this school of thought, incidentally would not

exclude price as one determinam which should be appropnately vaned bur would

only emphaSize that price vanations alone are liable to lead to a very limned

response.

The supply response function is me basis for farmers' deCISion making With
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respecl 10 OUtput and supply. This is discussed below.

2.2: Farmers' supply response: survey of previous studies

The supply response funclion has been variously defined. According to

Riston (1982). the supply response function is a functional relationship describing

the way in which the quantity of a particular agricultural producl offered for sale

per unit time depends upon quantities of other variables operating under a given set

of circumstances.

Prices are important determinants of economic behaviour. f\.lost commonly,

an increase in price will induce producers to increase suppl)' of a commodIty. In

addition to price, there are several other factors which could affect the supply

function of a commodity. Supply response studies thus try to pin-down the

behaviour of supply when some of these other factors undergo change. Johnson

(! 9501. defined the concepl thus:

"The supply junction for agricultural products is sometimes e:tpressed as

a simple relation be/ween ourput alld pn'ce of the output. Howel'er, the use

of this relation obscures the complexity of the sUPPl.v process determining

the supply of agricultural products. The supply of agricultural products

depends on (l) production conditions -the technological relation between

inputs and outputs; (2) Supply conditions of the factors ofproduction; (3)

price and demand conditions for oUlput; and (4) the behaviour offifT7l5,

including the objective of the entrepreneur".
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On their part, Learn and Cochrane (1961), defined supply response function

as a linear relationship expressing quantity as a function of price and other

variables. It is represented as:

Y = a + b, X, + b, X,

where.

Y is the quantity. XI = price of inputs.

Learn and Cochrane (1961), further asserted that a shift In the supply

function for an individual finn IS characceflzed by a change in the planned level of

output, for a given period, WIthout any change in the deciSion making enYlronment

laced by Ule finn. To broaden the notion, Andah (1976) assumed that supply IS a

function of n variables and described by m parameters;

Supply = f (X" X, ... x". iii, li2 ... m) cetens paribus and described

shIfts and structural changes In the value of the above formulation as

"Shifts in the supply res/llts from changes in the

values of any of the "anables, other than prices

and quantity. Struerural change, on the other hand,

results from some forces Ivhich bring aboUl a change

in one or more of the parameters, or a change in the

form of relationship. Structural changes are all

important forces in supply consideration for

agricultural produCls ".

The supply response relation, though deceprively Simple, IS a compl!cared
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relationship, due to the large number of interacting factors In it. Empirical

prediction of supply response is therefore a difficuillask.

Elasticity, defined as the responsiveness of output and supply (dependent

variable) to a small change in any of independent variables - according to Andah

(1976) is usually used as a measure of supply response.

According (Q Quance and Tweeten (1972.):

"Supply elasticities indicare the speed and

magnitude of output adjllsnnents in response to

changes in product price or to other factors

affecting outpili. Tile elaJllcity of supply for

aggregrate farm O/ltput is essemially imponant

because it measures the ability of the farming industry

to adjust production to changing economic conditions

continually confronting if in a dynamic economy".

Supply response srudies are therefore importan£ at both the micro- and

macro-levels of [he economy.

A review of the literature on farmers' supply response reveals very wide

range of studies with similiarly wide dIfferences in resuJ(s. In mos( of these

studies. the efficacy of the price system in stimulating agricultural supply remains

intact However, the overbearing concern that once "prices are right", farmers will

increase their output has prompred renewed interest in supply responses (0 pnce

and non-price factors especially for developing countnes (Ogbu and Gbetibouo
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1990). There is conflicting evidence ranging from low price elasticity (0 lack of

responsiveness depending on the country, crop and level of aggregation. This

evidence is not new (see for instance MadlUr and Ezekiel, 1961), but the growing

literarure on supply response on developing countries seems to suggest that, non

price factors are more relevant in explaining agricultural supply (Lele, 1988; Lele

!d ill., 1989, Smith, 1989; Lipton 1987; Binswanger lj ill., 1987). Various models

have been used by different researchers [Q estimate agricultural supply response.

l:sing the cross-sectional estimation model, Peterson (1988) attnbuted the low pnce

elasticities obtained by researchers to the use of "conycmionaJ supply funcllon

fined to time series data", He argued that ([me senes estimates understate lhe true

response to expected price changes, because much of the observed price vanallon

is transitory, causing actual price to vary more than expected price. According (0

Peterson (1988), cross-country observations which retlect the response to

differences in average lerel of expected prices results in more accurate eS!Lmates

of long run supply elastlciues. Other defiCiencies of earlier models Include

incomplete accountmg of input prices stemming from the use of only fertilizer price

in calculating output/price ratio. Peterson obtained aggregate supply elasticity

greater than 1.

Chhibber (1988) has criticized Peterson for assuming that only prJces and

Ihe volume of research expenditure constitute constraints on agricultural supply

response for developing countries. In fact, land conslraJO(S, availability of credit,

ecological characterislics, legal status of producllon units etc have been IdenHfied
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as some of the constraints increasing price (Ogbu and Gbetibouo 1990).

Binswanger (1985) attributed Peterson's high price elasticities almost exclusively

to his choice of agriculture producer prices and identified the problem inherent in

that choice. For instance, by replacing their price variables with Peterson's price

variable, price elasticity of supply from Binswanger's model jumped from less than

0.2 to 1.53. There are other researchers (for instance, Griliches, J960) who did

cast doubt on their own results. Griliches obtained supply elasticity estimate as

low as 0.15 but attributed this low elasticity to the use of conventional price

indexes which do not capture all of the changes in relative prices. According to

him, these changes are often anribured [0 trend and technological change (when this

is represented by proxy).

Binswanger, Yang and Bowers (1987)" here· after referred to as BYB· used

a sample of 58 countries for the period 1969· J987 to analyze and determine the role

of price and non-price factors on agricultural supply. The cross-country analysis,

according fa this study, is useful in understanding the implications of choice of

technology on supply response. The choice of techniques depends on public Inpul

as well as physical and human inpu{s. These determinants, according to

Binswanger, Yang and Bowers (1987) are beuer unders{Qod in a sample that

contains a wide spread of such variables. In their study, different variables were

presented in the model. For instance, extension services were measured by the

numbers of extension agenrs per capita of farm population. irrigation as percentage

of agnculturalland irrigated at least once a year, the physical infrastructure by road
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density and pavement-percentage of road paved; research by man years of research

which was converted to stock of scientists, agroclimatic potential by potential dry

matter production in each country etc. Several of these variables were normal ized

for country size by area of land which has a potential agricultural or forestry use.

The BYB model was estimated by a single equation technique but the large

number of variables created the problem of multicollinearity. This problem was

resolved by using the principal component technique suggested by Mundlak (1982)

as cited by Ogbu and Gbetibouo (1990).

The ability and willingness of a producer w react to favourable pnce

changes or improved technology according to Ogbu and Gbetibouo (1990), depends

on his or her ability to export (in the case of expon crops) as well as on land

availability and farm-labour wage structure. For instance. in MalaWI the war in

Mozambique led to high transportation costs and expon bottle-necks due to the

closure of pon oullers, and in Tanzania, the villaglzatlon increased populaIlon

density and soil degradanon. Contrary to the eVidence proVided by Boserup 11965)

as cited by BYB, this high density had adverse effecls on small holder lobacco and

pyrethrum production (Lele, 1989).

A general criticism IS proVIded by Chhibber (1988). According to him,

cross-country estimation of supply functIOn suffers from the problem of

establishment of direction of causality. The assumption underlying the supply

function is that prices influence output or productivity when, infact, j( is pOSSible

(() argue that high agricultural productivity which IS associated with high per caPita
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income may lead to higher price support for agrIculture.

Cavallo and Mundlak (1982) use an intersectoral general equilibrium model

to examine the effects of pricing and exchange policies on Argentine agriculture.

Their study shows that long-run aggregate agricultural supply elasticity was 0.9 in

Argentina. Using this model, they demonstrated that depressed prices lead (0 slow

or retarded technological change in agriculture. This relationship assumes

technological change is embodied in capital and capicaJ is mobile, within and across

secreTS. In reality, however, capital is not that mobile (Qgbu and Gbetibouo,

1990). The structure of production in a coumry. according ro Ogbu and Gberibouo

may be such that it limits the tlexibtljty of producers to make a comprehensive

decision. Commercial small holders in Malawi, for instance, cannot decide to

produce crops that only estate holders are allowed to produce. They further

argued, that it may even be more difticult [0 move capital into mher secwrs

because of sunk-in costs, asset fixity, skills, etc. Experience from Nigeria,

furthermore, has shown that improved prices alone cannot stimulate the adoption

of technology. Land policies, crop production patterns, risks, and institutions are

important factors in encouraging technological change in agriculture.

In a fairly recent study, Weaver (1989) used a mlcroeconomic model of

household choice to analyse supply response in Sub-Saharan African. This model

reflected the fact that crop production in Sub-Sahara Afnca is dominated by

smallholders who allocate household lahour across annual and perennial crops and

in some cases, to wage labour market. This model was applied to Malawi.
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However, in applying the model to Malawi, the author failed to distinguish between

subsistence smallholders and commercial smallholders. This disaggregation.

according to Ogbu and Gbetibouo (1990) is particularly important, SInce

consumption, production and labour market decisions of these two classes of

smallholders are different. Subsistence smallholders do not have profit maximizing

behaviour. Again. since the responsiveness of commercial smallholders (Q prtces

or other incentives are greater than that of subsistence smallholders. the elasticities

that will be obtained for the smallholder subsector will not retlect the true

elasItcities, and therefore, will carry very little information.

Akiyama and Trivedi (1987) analyzed perennial crop supply using a

framework that allows for a distinction between the short run and the long run

dimensions of the producer supply decisions while at the same time recognlzJI1g the

role of technology and institutions. The short-run decisions are concerned with the

utilizarion of factor inputs while rhe long-run deciSiOns are concerned with the

chOice of technology and the level of new planting and replanttng. Thus tho role

of technology and institution are reflected in rhe investmenr decisions. Since

technological progress reduces the marginal cost of new planting, one pOSSIble way

of representing technology (according to Akiyama and Trivedi) will be to use the

unil cost data. However, the use of unit cost data ro represem technological change

will only be appropriate in a srrictly commercial setting where all cosrs are known

inclUding the cost of labour. In some subsistence smallholdings, the true cosrs of

labour service provided by family members are often not known.
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Most of the literature on supply response originating from suh-Saharan

African sources usually deal with single commodity. Oni (1969) used simple linear

models to analyze the production response of palm oil and palm kernel in Nigeria.

The non-price factors included in the models were technology and a weather

variable. The technological factor was represented by a time trend while PURVIS

Weather Index was used as the weather Yariable. Oni 's model included prevailing

producer prices rather than lagged producer prices because oil palm producers are

more concerned with the short-run production decisions. This posicIon is supported

by the fact that more than eighty percent of the production comes from the wild

groves of oil palm. The results show thaI palm oil and palm kernel in Nlgena is

price melastic (0.34 for Palm oil and 0.22 for palm kernel). The weather variable

was statistically insigmticant in both results wilde the square of the trend was

signJticant - only in the case of palm oil.

Adesimi (1970), also used a lJOear model to estimate supply elastiCIties for

air-cured tobacco, in Western Nigeria. In addition to lagged prices of tobacco, the

model included the price of yam, cassava, maIze and a trend variable that

represents changes in population of growers. The prices of orher crops were

included to reflect the likelihood that tobacco output decisJOns are expected to be

influenced by the demand of the major food crops grown In the area. The resuhs

of the study revealed that the denved elas[lcity of acreage adjustment from [he

model was relatively high (0.73) indicatlOg thaI a high proportion of the overall

acreage supply adjustment in response to economic s[imuli, takes place in the shan
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run. The results also show a high price elasticity for substitute subsistence crops

(-1.32 for yam). Thus one can infer that food crops effectively compete with air

cured tobacco for resources and that market factors affecting food crops will impact

on the production of tobacco.

On the basis of the foregoing, the main factors affecting the market supply

of an agricultural product can be symbolically represented as

Qs = f(T, P" P, o. I, m 0, N, R, Z)

where:

Qs is the quantity of an agricultural product supplied to a market per time

period.

T represents the production function of the product; sometimes referred to

as the Technological Conditions of production.

Pp is the price of the product

PJ n afe the prices of (nl other products.

Pi m are the prices of (m) inputs

o represents the objectives of the farm firm.

N is the number of farm firms supplying the market

R represents the sIze distribution of farms supplymg

the market, sometimes called the 'structure' of the agricultural industry.

Z - all other relevant factors such as

(I) Government policy eg Removal of AgnculluraJ

subsidy.
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(ii) Natural events (like wealher failure or an

invasion of pests/diseases which destroy

agricultural crops).

(iii) Export pOlenlial of the agricultural producl

(iv) Fann labour wage Structure

(v) Physical infraslructural development - ego

Roads, Storage faCilities.

(vi) Availability of extension services

(vii) Research and volume of research expenditure

lviii) Land availability ele. erc,

[e may be noted that each of the independent variables mentioned above may

in turn be influenced by a number of factors.

The type of technology (T) used by farmers in the" productIOn activities,

among others, has been shown by severa! researchers [Q be Jntluenced by SOCIO

economic characteristics of the fanners, characteristics of the farm, characteristics

of [he improved (echnology, available technological capaciry of the economy ro

support the particular improved technology being promoted. govemmenl policy etc.

Basu (969), In hiS study of lhe attributes of 108 randomly selecled farmers

in four villages in the Western State of Nigeria in relation (0 their level of adoption

of recommended fann practices, found that fanners' farm Size, extension, conracts,

participation in organization, Land tenure status and- occupa[ion show significant

relationship with adoption, while education, use of mass media, farmIng
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experience and socio economic status were not.

Falusi (1974), in his study of factors affecting chemical fenilizer adoption

among farmers and the possible effects of different policy instruments deSigned to

stimulate or encourage adoption in Western Nigeria. found out that the important

variables that significantly influenced fertilizer adoption were, membership in co-

operative or farmers associations. regular attendance at farmers meetings.

avaiJabilit\' of credit and frequent extension comact. However Important SOCIO-

economic variables such as the number of demonstrattons and rnals in the districts.

the availability of irrigation, and the use of other modem agncultural mputs did nO!

sufficiently Influence the adoption of fertilizer by the fanner.

Based on a sample size of 1,191 farmers in Ghana, Opare ( 1977) explored

the relationship between adoption of recommended cocoa practices by farmers' and

the correctness of their knowledge of pnnclples underlymg che practices, the

farmers sources of COCoa husbandry information, and chelr personal and economic

characteristics. Analysis of data obtained in chIS study revealed that Iiter'ICY,

farming experience, value of farm products, number of wives. advisory role played

by farmer, correctness of knowledge of husbandry prinCiples, and formality of

information sources significantly intluenced farmers' adoption. Age dId nor seem

to playa signIficant factor in inf1uencmg farmer's adoption of cocoa innovations.

Other recem works (hat are consistent wah the works of earher researchers

include the works of OgunfJdnimi (1981), Akinola and Young (1985). Hailu

(1990), Polson and Spencer (1991). and Adesina and Zinnah (1993).
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Central to decision-making but also an object of decision-making are the

aims of a housebold with respect to the process and outcome of farming. Each

household and each individual within it has specific felt needs and desires, but

judging from smallholders' action and statemenrs reponed in the literature, goals

which have been found to frequently have high priority include profit

maximization. cash maximization. subsistence security. flexibility and long-term

economic stability (ie adequate and assured income w purchase required levels of

material needs), a certain level of security retlecting farmers circumstance and

psychology and observance of socio-economic. cultural customs and obligations

and satisfacuon of leisure (Cla\,(On, 1983). These are bfletly discussed helow. It

must be emphasized, however. that while these general categories can serve as a

guideline for conceptualizing small-farm management and decision-makmg, their

relative importance will vary among farming systems and only certain goals witl

pertain (0 specific strategies.

Profit maximization, according (0 Merrill-Sands (1986) can be operarive as

a goal in small farm agricultural systems or, more commonly, in components of

them. Merrill-Sands (1986) further assens that it is not realistic, to assume that

profit mazimization is the sole or even primary goal of production. Norman ~ aL,

(1982) argued that the assumption that profit maximization IS the primary goal

governing management decision is only valid when the welfare of the farm famtly

is maximized through profit maximizarion. This is rarely true in rural economics

of developing countries.
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More common than profit maximization in commercial strategies of small

fanns is cash maximization (Ewell and Merrill-Sands 1986; Merrill-Sands, 1984).

In this case, the farm family strives to get the highest cash returns to cash invested

and the value of labour and land invested are irrelevant. Cash often has a distorted

value in rural economies because while it is necessary to obtain basic needs. or

meet basic obligations. such as taxes or rent, it 15 scarce and the means available

(0 the househod to obtain cash are often limited. This goal and the decision making

it generates are not predicted by conventional economic analysis. It underlies the

frequent observations by field investJgators in rural economics (hat small fanners

will Stay in business when it is no longer protitable (Palerm, 1980; Warman,

19701.

Subsistence secunty is the most fundamental goal for small fann households

for some small farms in more favourable environment. the risk of nor meeting baSIC

subsistence need is small, and thus, other goals become more important in deciSiOn

maklOg. But for the many small farm families operating in marginal conduinns

with limited resource endowments and relatively high risk in renns of yIeld

variability and market fluctuations, it IS the most cntical goal (Ewell, 1984; Hill,

1982: Merrill-Sands, 1984; Scott, 1976, ReijntJes!:l ill, 1992).

Several mechanisms are commonly used in small farm agnculture to assure

that this goal is mel. Small-scale farmers eschew full dependence on the market,

which is often unreliable and exploitative of the small farmer who sells cheap and

buys dear, by producing at least a major portion of their food needs. In rural
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economies, food is often not available when needed or, if it is available, it is priced

significantly above the selling price, This is especially true during periods of

scarcity as in the pre-harvest hunger period. This goal causes farmers to give food

crops first priority in factor allocation decisions (Ewell and Merrill -Sands. 1986;

Matlon. 1984).

A second common mechanism exploited to meet this goal is the maintenance

of reciprocal social bonds with other households. In many rural societies, these

bonds are ritually fonnalized and serve as a sources of social and economk security

in times of crisis for a household assistance is expected and rightfully demanded.

For households living close to margin of subsistence,

these bonds are ofcrit;cal importance (Mayer. 1974; Norman l;l ill. 1982).

The maimenance of social bonds can have a significant intluence on

production. First, they often proVide a means of access to critical production

inputs, such as land, labour, capiml or water. Second, they often require goods

which the household has [0 either produce or purchase with cash because they are

maintained Ibrough practices such as giving giflS of food ,exchanging labour, ritual

feasting and religious celebrations, or sharing of ritual obligations between

households. Agalll, this goal would not be considered with common-sense

assumption about economic behaviour and can not be adequately reflected in

conventional economic analysis despite the fact that it can have major influence on

production.

Implementation of practices which minimize risk is a (hird means by which
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small fann families strive to achieve the goal of subsistence security. For example,

several strategies are exploited to avoid a catastrophic impact on households. If

one fails, production or cash income of another can sustain the household at least

on a short-tenn basis (Cornick, 1983; Merrill-Sands, 1984, Norman!:l a/; 1982).

The goal of subsistence secumy and risk minimIzation can have a significant

impact on technology transfer. Technologies which jeopaodize food production by

competing for resource or factors of production are likely to be resisted unless the

farm family is confident that they will be able to purchase food. Small-farm

families may also reject an improved technology which increases variability Ifl

yields even if the mean yield is higher since they cannot afford to fall beneath [he

level of subsistence in any year (Matlon, 1984). SImilarly. Ihey may not adopt a

technology which requires high rnputs without stabiltty of yields or whIch con11lcrs

with practices employed to minImize risk such as mixed cropping..

Flexibility IS commonly found to structure the economic organization of

small fann (Ewell, 1984; Merrill-Sands, 1984, Normal!:l aL 1982). FleXibility

is attained primarily through dIversification of strategies and crops and by

maintaining multiple means of access to the critical factors of production.

The maintenance of flexibJiiry protects the welfare of the household from

the disruptive effects of instabillry in the physical, social and economic

environment in which they are working. It allows them to respond {Q changing

market conditions and fe-allocate facrors of production.

The goal of long-term economic stability of the household has an imponant
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effect on production decisions. It is most obviously manifested in parent-child

reladonship. Rules of inheritance. norms for old age case, dowry or bride-price

requirements, all shape production decisions.

All of the goals aforementioned can be broadly categorized as economic

goals. ft should be stressed, however. thar economic goals do not always

determine behaviour. They may be secondary w even more fundamental goals

reflecting cultural values and concepts which define what ][ means (Q be human or

the relationship between human and narure. To this end, Reijn0es Coen ~ ill 1992,

mentions "Identity" as another llnpOnant goal of the small farm household \vhich

affect decision-making. Idenlity, according to ReJjntjes Coen ~ ill (1992), refers

w the extent to which the farm systems and the individual farmmg technIques

harmonise with the local culture and the people's viSIon of their place within

nature. It involves aspects such as personal preference, social status, cultural

traditions, social norms and spiritual satisfaction. The smallholder farmers usually

have a strong need to identify with rhe local culture. History and tradition play an

important role in their lives and m their ways of farming. Changes that are

incompatible with theIr social, cultural and splfltual values can elicit great stress

and counterforces and are thus most likely to be rejecred irrespective of other

important benefits to be derived from them. Being able to gain a decent livmg

befitting the local culture gives an mdivldual or a farm family self respect. Self

respect may also be derived from acting In solidarity and striving rowards equality

of all members of the communiry. A farm family's or community's feeling of
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CHAPTER THREE

INTRODUCTION TO THE ANALYSIS
OF SMALL SCALE MAIZE FARMERS'
APPLICATION OF IMPROVED MAIZE

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES

3.0: Introduction

The present chapter provides an introducnon to the analysis of sma!! scale

maize farmers' application of improved maize producrion technologies. The

chapter is divided into two pans. The first pan presents the profile of the study

area and its influence on the small scale fanners' responses. The second pan deals

with the methodology. The methodology developed deals with two main ISsues.

The first, essentially IS an assessment of the major factors which influence the

quantity of maize supplied by small scale maIze farmers. The second issue, IS rile

analysis of the major factors that determine the application of Improved maIze

production technologIes by small scale farmers In EJura-Sekyedomasi DIstrict of

Ghana.
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3.1: Profile of the study area

3.1.1: Location and Size

The Ejura-Sekyedornasi district is one of the newly created administrative

districrs in the Ashanti Region. It was carved our of the old Sekyere and Omnso

district council areas in 1989 as pan of the decentralization process. It covers all

area of abour 1780km', approximately 7.3 per cenr of the region's total land area.

It is one of 18 districts in the region ( Figure 3. I).

The district is located on the northern part of the region. It shares common

borders in the north with Atebubu and Nkoranza districts of Brong Ahafo Region.

It also shares boundaries in rhe east and west with the Sekyere West and Offioso

districrs respectivel y. About one-th ied of the district's (Otal land area lies within

the Afram Plains. Ejura is the districr capital. Other main towns are Sekyedomasi,

Anyinasu and Frante.
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3.1.2.: Climate

Climate, vegetation, soils, topography and drainage and population density

greatly influence the decision making of small scale farmers.

Climate, especially rainfall and temperature regimes loom large in decision

marking of small scale farmers (Clayton, 1983). Rainfall, its amount, timing and

seasonal distribution influences fanners's choice of crop enterprise, planting dates,

type of technology adopted, labour use and so on. Generally farmers would select

crops whose growth requirements are compatible with the prevailing climatic

conditions. Drought resIstant crops are generally grown in areas with smaller

amounts of rainfal unen~nly distributed while Jess drought resIstant crops arc

grown in areas with reliable, and adequate amount of rainfall.

The district lies within the transitional ZOlle, i.e. between the forest belt of

the south and savanna In the north. Temperatures are relatively higher {han In

other parts of the region. The mean monthly temperature in the district IS about 30

"C as compared to an average of between 25 - 28 "C for the region and between 25

- 35 uC throughout the year for the country.

The district experiences double raInfall maxima, i.e. two rainy seasons. The

major season is between April and July. The minor season is betwetn late

September and November. The annual rainfall averages between 1200 - 1500 mm.

There is a distinct dry season from November to April. Generally, the rainfall

pattern is very erratic and unreliable. The existing climatic conditIOns are suitable

for me cultivation of variety of crops. The most important crops grown in the area
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are yam, maize, cassava, cowpea, groundnut and vegetables (notably, garden eggs,

tomato and okro).

3.1.3.: Vegetation, topography and drainage

The type of vegetation, topography and drainage also influence the

typ~ of farming systems practised in an area. For Instance. mechanical land

prqaration is extremely difficult and expensive [D undertake in forest area due [he

presence of large trees and thick vegetative cover. Again. hilly areas, sandy and

clayey soils are also difficult to work on mechanically. Whilst In the case of the

sandy soils mechanical land preparation results In further destrucoon of the soil

stn.;.:ture, in the case of the clayey soils. because of ItS stIckiness It makes it form

big clods and difficult [0 work on. Again, contmuous mechanical cullivarion IS

believed to lead to destruClion of soil srruClure and loss of protective vegct3uve

coyer and the benefhs derived from them - organIc matter, source of fuel wood and

so on. Small scale farmers are aware of thIS and hence i( is likely {Q intlu-.:nce theIr

deCIsion making.

As most pan of the district lies within the transHlonal zone, it exhibits both

forest and savanna vegetative characteristics. The vegetational zones are the seml-

deciduous forest to the west (around Anymasu) and the guinea savannah woodland

to the north and east.

The guinea savannah consists generally of tall grasses interspersed wHh

shon, fire-resistant rrees. The semi~deciduous zone represents a degenerared rype
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of tropical forest. [t is relatively denser in terms of tree cover and undergrowth.

The original vegetative cover has degraded to secondary forest. Economic trees

include odum, wawa and sapele as well as other lesser known species. Agriculture

is the most significant land use in the district.

With respect to topography and drainage. the terrain is generally low-lying

and undulating. The most significant relief is the range of hills running eastward

through Ejura - Mampong. This range forms pan of the main mountain range In

the country i.e. the Koforidua-Kinrampo range. The highest elevation is 600m

above sea level.

The district is drained by several rivers. The most significant are the

Afram. Akoba and Nyarde rivers. \Virh the exception of river Afram. most of

lhese other rivers are seasonal.

3.1.4: Soils

The soils in most pans of the district come under the Ejura-Amanrin

Association. These soils have been derived from weathenng of Volt:aian sandstone.

On the flat summits and upper slopes of the gentle undulations are well-drained.

red, deep, porous and penneable soils. In other pans the soil consists of slightl}

humus, loose porous strucrureless, sandy surface layers. The soils in the distrIct

are of high agricultural value. The structure of the soil. however, tends to be

desuuYed under continuous cultivation. The soil has the ability to retain moisture

very well. Plant nutrient Status is low to moderate and so is the organic matter
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content. The Ejura series is suitable for the cuhivation of such crops as yams,

maize, cassava, groundnut. tobacco, kenaf, millet, sorghum and soya bean.

3.1.5: Population

Population density of an area has important mtluences on decIsion making

of small scale fanners, since It greatly influences access to land, use and

maintenance of soil resources, the rype of farmlllg systems practised and the

general standard of living. Growing populatlon, for instance has been reponed [Q

cause high pressure on soil resources with serious consequences including soil

erosion and falling standard of nutrition (Clayton. 1983).

The district has a population of 78.567 (Owusu-Bonsu and Asamoah.1993)

with an estimated annual growth rate of 3.1 per cenL Fifty-two per cent (52%, of

the population are males and fony-eight per cent (48 %) females. Forty-eight per

cent (48%) of the population are children under 18 years old and fifty-two per c< '11

(52%) adults (Tables 3.1 & 3.2).

The district has a population density of 44.1 km" as compared WIth 2992

km" for Kumasi, the regional capital (highest populated area per sq. km.) and 27

km" for Sekyere East (lowest populated per sq. km.). The average family size IS

7. Natural increase and Immigration are the main causes of the high population

growth. The population is made up of several ethnic groups mostly from the

Northern pan of the country. The immigrants are mostly engaged In food-crop
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1,000.

The first group of towns account for 55.2 per cent of total population of the

district while the second and third groups account for 17.3 per cent and 5.7 per

cem respectively. In addition to the three groups of towns the district has a total

of 113 villages with population size below 500 (Owusu-Bonsu and Asamoah.

1993).

Table 3.3 Grnups of settlement

Population Size TO\l,'ns Percentage of
District [Otal
Population (%)

Above 5000 but less thall Ejura. Sekyedomasi, Anyinasu 55.2
30.000

Above 1000 but less than Dromankorna, Aframso,
5000 Hia\\'uanwu. Frante, KaseL 17.3

Nkranpo. Banyan, Drobon

Above 500 but less than Nyamebekyere, Sakoko.
1000 Miminasu, Juaho, Nkwanta, 5.7

Bayere Nkwanta, Babasa

Below 500 113 Villages 21.8

Source: Owusu-Bonsu and Asamoah (1993).

3.1.7: Ethnicity

Access to productive resources especially land <s greatly influenced by

ethnicity. In most pans of Ghana, Including the study area, land is communally
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owned and only members of the community or related clans have relatively easy

access to such productive resource. Outright sale of land is not a very common

practise in rural areas in Ghana. Ethnicity also influences the type of farming

system practice.

One significant characteristic of the population in the district is its

heterogeneity. A sizeable percentage of the population are migrants from Braog

Ahafo and the Northern regions. Ashantis are [he indigenous tnbe. Settlements

\'t"ith very high migrant population include Ejura, Kasei and Hiawoanwu. There is

harmonious co-existence among the various ethnic groupIng in the communities.

3.1.8: Overview of agriculture

The main characteristics of the district's economy are similar ro those of

other districts in the regIon. As a rural distrlct, farming IS the single most imponant

economic activity and it is estimated that over 70 per cem of the aduh population

are engaged in agricultural production.

The greatest asset of the district !les in its vast agricultural potential. It is

estimated that about 80 per cent of the district's total land area can support crop

production. With most pan of the district lying within the transitional zone, a wide

range of crops thrive in the district and the district forms pan of the country's 'food

basket'. A sizeable proponion of the land in the district is suitable for mechanized

farming and the largest commercial farm in the country . Ejura Farms limited is

located in the district.
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The main agricultural produce include maize. yams, beans, groundnut.

tobacco. kenaf and vegetables. The district is a leading producer of maize and yams

in the region. Cocoa is also produced in the western part of the district, particularly

around Anyinasu and Berni. Cocoa production is on the decline despite the efforts

ra revive irs production after the 1983 bush fires. Marketing of food crops is an

imponan( economic activity. The district's economy is characterized by 'export

orienlation' .

The agriculrural sector is domInated by small-scale peasant farmers whose

production is basically rain-fed. Some form of mechanized farming IS practISed in

mosr areas especially In the producrion of maize. The agricultural sector is

characterized by under-employment as fanning activities depend on erratic rainfall

regime. Even !.hough reliable production data and other quantitative infonnation on

yield are not readily available, It is generally' conceded that the sector's

performance is below average. Productlvity is low and output of most farmers is

well below average.

The poor performance in the agncultural secrar is a major cause of low

income and poverty among farmers. Farmers income most IOvariably depend on

this output and price of the produce.

3.1.9. Road network

The main mode of transport in the district is road transport which is made

up of trunk and feeder roads. The main trunk roads are the Afrarnso-Sekyedomasi
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road and the Ejura-Atebubu road.

Feeder roads fonn the bulk of the road network and it is estimated that the

district has about 70km of feeder roads.

The main feeder roads include:-

I. Sekyedomasi - Anyinasu - Berni road

2. Sekyedomasi - Drobon road

3. Sekyedomasi - Juaho road

4. Sekyedomasi - Nkoranza road

5. EJura - Ebuom road

6. Ejura - Babaso - Oku road.

Most of the feeder roads are concentrated on the western part of the dl$lflct

with Sekyedomasi as [he focus. From Sekyedomasi emanates two major feeder

roads,

(a) Sekyedomasi --- > NkoranUl --- > Brong-Ahafa --- > Northern/Upper Regions

of Ghana.

(b) Sekyedomasi --- > Aframso --- > EJura-Techlman/Kumasi

which provides access to very imponant and major marketlOg centers In the

country, i.e. Ejura Market, Techiman Market and the Kurnasi Central Market.

From Sekyedomasi, farmers in and around transport their farm produce nmably

maize, yam, cowpea through either Nkoranza [0 Techiman or through Aframso to

Ejura or Kumasi for sale. Again, most of their fanning and other 000- agriculruraJ

goods are also sent (0 Sekyedomasi through the same route from where farmers in
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the surrounding towns and villages procure their needs during the major marketing

day (i.e. every Thursday).

In addition these roads serve as the main linkage between towns and villages

in the district with the district capital and other districts in the country.

Communities in the Afram Plains and the northern part of the district, west

of Kasei lack access roads. Most of these areas are inaccessible. Tractors are the

main means of transport. Fanners especially face a lot of difficulty in transporting

[heir produce to markets.

3.2: Research methodology

Data used for this study were collected during a three-month field survey

during the 1995 cropping season specifically, between July and September, 1995.

The study was conducted in phases as follows:

3.2.1: Preliminary survey

This phase involved a two weeks long visit to the study area. This

reconnaissance preliminary survey was for the purposes of collecting primary

information for developing the survey questionnaire, finding out the feasibility of

getting a good sample for the study and to book appointments for the main study.

The preliminary survey also offered the researcher the opportunity to interact with

the community to establish a good rapport. Farmers wefe interviewed during the

preliminary survey regarding their current maize production technological
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practices, costs involved, quantity of product obtained, quantity of product sold,

returns (money) obtained from products sold, source and regularity of inputs

supply, marketing and olher supporting capacities (infrastructure) available to assist

in their maize production activities and their objective(s) of growing maize.

3.2.2: Selection of sampled Yillage/town and households

This study focuses on maize producrion activities of small scale farmers in

the Ejura-Sekyedomasi District. The target population for the study was thus all

small scale maize fanners within the district. The Ejura-Sekyedomasl DIstrict was

selected as the srudy area because It is located within rhe forest-savanna transitional

zone. This zone is the major maw:' belt of Ghana and maize features as a major

food crop in terms of production. The core of thIS maize belt is the Ejura

Techiman-Wenchi-Odumasi area. In this zone monocropping of maize is common

and accounts for 60 per cent of [he area cropped to maize (GGDP, 1991).

Funhennore, the study area is repured [Q be one of major maize produ ... ing

districts within the Ashanti Region and the country as a whole. Again. I{ is an area

where various improved maize productIOn {echnologies ~ improved seeds. fenilizer,

post-han.'est technology etc - had been introduced on large scale by both

govemmcntal (ie through the extension services depanment of the Minis[fY of Food

and Agriculture) and non-governmental organisations such as 5.G. 2000, World

Vision lmernarionaJ, ere.

A multi-stage sampling procedure was adopted. listing of all the villages
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and towns classified into Group A (ie settlements with population above 5000 but

less than 30,000), and Group B (settlement witll population above 1000 but less

than 5,000) in the district were prepared. From this list of villages and towns, a

purposive sample of five villages/towns were selected. The villages/towns selected

were ElURA, SEKYEDOMASI, ANYINASU, DROBON, AND FRANTE. The

selection of the five towns and villages was based on the criteria that, (i) maize

production is the principal agricultural aClivity in the town/village and (ii) the

village/town satisfy the same or similar socio-economic conditions and be

representative of the mher vJllages/to\\'ns In the study area.

A list of all households In the selected villages/towns was compiled with the

help of the Frontline Staff of Ministry of Food and Agnculture working In the area,

the area's district assembly represt:nlattves and the dIstrict council office staff.

From this list a specified numba of households proportional to the population of

the village/town was selected using the Simple random procedure. Table 3.4 gives

the number of respondents Interviewed In each town/village.
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Table 3.4 : Number of Respondents(Housebolds) interviewed
in each town/village

TOWNIVILLAGE NO. OF HOUSEHOLDS

EJURA 45

SEKYEDOMASI 35

ANYINASU 16

FRANTE 10

DROSON 8

TOTAL 114

The willingness to co-operate with the researcher and his aSsistants, coupled

with active involvement of household head III maize production activities were the

main criteria for determining the sampling frame and the household head as tht:

sample unit.

The respondents consIsted of 114 farmers from 120 randomly selected

maIze farmers (95 per cent response rate). For the purpose of this sludy, a

household was deemed [Q be composed of a number of persons that are directly

related to one another by vinue of maritaJifiliaJ bond and who have or

indulge in:

(i) common abode be II detached, single house or compound house,

(Ii) identifiable head of either St.\

(iii) a common production enterprise

(iv) a common labour pool
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(v) a common budget

(vi) a common consumption of what is produced

(vii) a common disposal of the surpluses of what is produced

(viii) a common utilization of the proceeds from the market sales of [he

surplus of what is produced

(ix) a common obligation [0 prmect and ensure the safety and well

being of each onc of the members of the collecrivHy.

3.2.3: Design and administration of the research instrument

Three separate survey instruments dIrected at (i) Fanners

(Ii) Fromline Staff and (iii) OffIcers-in-charge of silos. respectively v.'ere

developed. and content-validated for use In data collection (see AppendIX B)

The research instrument for farmers Included a pre-tested struc[U red

questionnaire concaining eighty-one jtems deSIgned around demographic/household

information, farm and off-farm information. technology - speCIfIC rnformatlon,

technological capacity available, governmen! pO]lLles, the obJectlve(s) of farmers

and so on. The questionnaire was administered [Q the selected farmers (Ie

household heads) by the researcher and a team of two trained interVIewers who (I)

had considerable knowledge about maize production aC[lvl[Jes and (It) "'ere

conversant With techniques of intervlewmg local farmers in theIr local dialects and

in their homes. The selected fanners were intervIewed and theIr responses entered

separately on the questionnaire forms. Informal dIscussions were also held with

•
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fanners to get more insight into their other agricultural operations.

Although the main focus of the study was maize farmers, agricultural front

-line extension staff (FLS) in the study area whose work mandate covered maize

(and other crops) were also included in the study in order to get their separate

views on the improved maize production technologies being studied. The ratIOnale

for interviewing FLS was ro enable rhe comparison of the responses given by the

farmers with those given by [he extension staff so as to determine how co-oncoted

these supposed intertwining groups are on the factors affecting rhe supply

responsiveness and adoption of behaVIOur of small scale maize farmers.

Information solicited from the officers in-charge of silo was to enable the

researcher appraise rhe technological capabilities available to promote the

appltcation or non-application of improved maIze production technologIes In the

srudy area and the effect on the supply responsiveness of these farmers. Hence

the inclusion of a questionnaire for [he officers in charge.

Finally some of (he relevant dal.:! were colleued from secondary ::.0urces:

These were:

(i) Climatic information (mainly rainfall data) for the EJura~

Sekyedomasi district collected from the Meteorological ServKes In

EJura.

(ii) B kac ground mformation and area maps and land areas obtaIned

from the District Planning Office also located at Ejura and

(iii) Price of maize in Ejura-Sekyedomasi District over the period
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January to December, 1994 to August, 1995. obtained from the.
Credit and Marketing Service Division PPMED. Kumasi.

3.2.4: Data analysis: analytical framework and model
specification

Data from the questionnaires were coded and entered into a microcomputer.

Basic descriptive statistics comprising means, frequency distributions and

percenrages were obtained using SPSS/PC to eXaInlile the general trends In the data

set. The adoption behaviour and the supply responsiveness of respondents(smalJ

scale maize farmers) were analyzed In sequence. First, the major facrors

..
mfluencing the decision making process With regards to the application of Improved

maize production technologies included in the study was analyzed. ThIS was

followed by the analysis of the supply responsiveness of the respondents to

improved maize produC{lon technologies. To derermlne rhe importance \ t [he

major factors which influence the adoption decIsion of small scale maize farmers

in the Ejura-SekyedomaSi District. the model

Tech ~ A" + A, X, + A, X, + A) X) + A, X, + A, X,

+ U was adopted.

Where Tech = Score on rechnology applicatIOn by respondent.

XI = characlerisucs of small scale farmer (eg. age, farming

experience, level of formal education family Size, and
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membership of farmers I organizations).

Xl = characteristics of the fann finn (eg.Farm size,

yield/acre).

X, = Characteristics of the improved technology(eg.GMJ

GM = Gross margin - a measure of the relative profirabilny was

used as a proxy for the characteristics of the technology.

X
4

= Technological capacity of the economy (eg. extension

conlact, credit support sources of information and usage of

a\'ailable storage facility-silo).

X, = Effects of government policy used as·a

proxy for the: prevailing economic environment.

Also, a step~wise multiple linear regression analySIS was performed to assess the

probability of farmers' supply responsIveness.

To assess farmers' supply responsiveness, the model Slated below \"'35 used.

Qs =

Where Qs =

T =

GM =

o

fiT, GM, O. R. R,J

Quantity of maize supplied.

Technological condition of production 1

Type of technology used

Gross Margin - a measure of relative

profitability and a proxy for Pp and r "m (Ie Price of

product and prices of inputs i to m).

represent the objecuve(s) of the fann firm (in this case the
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respondent farmers)

R represents the size distribution of the farm supplying the

market (farm sizes used as proxy)

~ = The annual rainfall in the area concerned.

The values for the various variables were obtained from the farmer responses.

However, the values for technology. and objectives of the farm firm were

weighted. The weighted value for the type of technology used was calculared In

the following way: The frequencies of the three main types of Improved maize

production technologies included In the study were determined by scoring for each

respondent. After rallYing, the most frequently used technology' Improved varlety

was given the highest SCore of 5. this \Vas followed by chemIcal fertilIZer

application with a score of 3 and least used technology - rractor ploughmg with a

score of I. On the basis of rhese scores, {he IOtal score for each respondent was

determined. Thus, a fanner who uses a combination of Improved variety, chern lcal

fertilizer application and ploughing In Ills/her maize production actiVIties was

awarded a score of 5 + J + I = 9 and a farm~r uSing Improved variety plus

ploughing a roml score of 5 + J = 6 and so on. A similar procedure was used (0

determine the score for farmer objective for the individual respondents. The

highes( weight of 5 \I.·as scored for the frequently occurring ObJec{Jve for

producing majze - ie (0 earn Income, foJ/owed by 4 for [he reason "food for rhe

family", 3 for "source ofemploymenr, 2 for food to feed the nation" and j for any

other objective.
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The gross margin for the individual respondent was obtained by subtracling

the toIlll variable cost incurred (ie cost of land preparation + COSt of hired labour

+ cos! of input! (seeds and fenilizer,) + cost of transportation and others) from

lhe tOlal revenue obtained from 'he fann of a known size.

The lotal revenue was calculated as follows:

Toral revenue = rotaf income obtamed from sales of produce + [he monetary yalue

of products consumed, slored for future use or given OUl as gifts.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SMALL SCALE FARMERS' APPLICATION OF
IMPROVED TECHNOLOGIES:

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

4.0: Introduction

This chapter presents the major results of the study. The chapter sets rhe

stage for the analysis of small scale farmers' application of improved maIze

production technologies. Data collected from 114 respondents are analyzed firs!'

using the lmear model hypothesized for the major facrors whIch mtluence the

adoption deCision of smaJJ scale maize farmers. ThiS [S followed \vah the supply

response model earlier hypothesized The aim of rhe analysls was (0 achieve a

parsimonious descnptlon of rhe underlying facrofs intluencmg rhe production

behaviour of small scale maize farmers and [heir effects on the quantIty of maize

put on the marker.

Sectlon 4.1 whIch follows deals \vHh data analysis and Interpretation of the

result.

4.1: Factors determining the application of improved technologies:

empirical results

One of the objectIves of {he sludy was the indemjfjcation of the various

improved maize production technologies thai have been extended to farmers In the

I
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study area. Results of the study revealed that the planting of improved variety,

application of chemical fenilizer, row planting, timely weed control, timely

harvesting, post-havest treatment, proper spacing to attain optimum plant density

and tractor ploughing were some of the improved maize production technologies

that have been introduced into the study area.

A second objective of the study was to determine the levels and rates of

applications of three improved maize production technologies, namely, planting of

improved variety (I), application of chemical fertilizer (II) and tractor ploughing

(III). The results are presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.1: Percentage Distribution of Respondents by Adoption Levels

Adoption level(s)

One technology only
(i.e. I only, II only or III only)
Two [echnologies
(i.e. combinations of I, II and III)
All three technologies
(i.e. I + II + Ill)

TOTAL

Percentage (n= 114)

20.2

22.0

57.8

100.0
----.---.---_.------------.---.---.------------------.--.---.----------------_.-------.---------

Source: Survey Data (August. 1995).
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As Table 4.1 reveals, majority of the respondents (aboul 58 per cent)

applied combinations of all three technologies. The combinalion of proper land

preparation (tractor ploughing), planting of improved variely and the application

of chemical fertilizer has been reported 10 give high grain yield per unit area

(Dowswell, Paliwal and Canlrell, 1996). Hence. the facI thaI the majority of the

respondents applied all Ihree lechnologies probably 10 maximize the benefits from

the combined use of the improved technologies is not surprising but expected.

Table 4.2: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
According to their Application and Non-Application of
Improved Variety, Chemical Fertilizer and Tractor Ploughing

Applicalion/
Non-Application

Improved
Variety

ehelnleal Tractor
Fertilizer Ploughing

Application
Non Application

Total

97.4
2.6

100.0

76.4
23.6

1000

64.1
35.9

100.0

Source: Survey Data (August. 1995).

With regards to adoption rates. as indicated ID Table 4.2. planting of

improved variety was the most commonly used technology. Comparatively, the

cost involved in procuring improved variety compared to either purchasing

chemical fenilizer or securing the services of tractor for ploughing is rela(Jvely

cheaper. Again. the availability and access to improved maize variety as compared

to chemical fertilizer or tractor service is also easier. For instance, whilst Jt IS

possible for small scale fanners 10 gel improved seed maize from friends or family
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members living within the same looality, it may not be so for the other inputs.

Thus, the observed trend in the adoption rates is also not surprising.

Farmers apply different choice and evaluation criteria to different

technologies and the criteria employed vary among farmers depending on their

household's goals for production and consumption and the resources and factors of

production to which they have access.

Another objective of this study therefore was to analyze the decisions of

small scale maize fanners in the Ejura-Sekyedomasi District about whether or not

to apply improved maize production technologies. especically improved maIze

varieties, application of chemical fertilizer and tractor ploughing. In this SeCltOn,

the empirical resuhs of the multiple linear regression analysis used for estimaling

the detenninants of farmers' adoption of improved maize production technologies

are presented.

To determine factors which influence technology adoption, the adoption

level was regressed on the characteristics of small scale fanners <Xi),

characteristics of the farm (X,), characteristics of the technology (X),

technological capacity of the economy to support the recommended technologies

(XJ and the prevailing government economic policies (X,). For characteristics of

the technology (X,,) gross margin - a measure of relative profitability of using a

particular technology- was used as a proxy. The results of the multiple linear

regression analysis are presented in Table 4.3.
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'hbIe 4.3: F.ctim..... or the Multiple linear regnssion model of the Fanners'
Adoption or ImproYed MaDe Production Technologies in the Ejura-
Sek,ednma!i DisIrict, 1995. '

ExplanalOry Regression Srandard T-ratio Signif.T
Variables Co-efficienlS Deviation

X, 0.01180 0.04309 0.27 0.785

X, 0.2261 0.1279 I.n 0.080

X, -0.01106 0.06237 -0.18 0.860

X. 0.91726 0.04558 0.38 0.706

X, 0.19841' 0.08921 ) ". 0.028

Conslant 3.0140 0.8998 3.35 0.001

------------------------------------------ -- .-------.---.-----._-------

Ijr; Co-efficient Significant ar the 5'k level.

Multiple Linear Regression Statistics

Multiple R
R - Squared
Adjusted R - Squared
Standard Error

0.29325
008600
0.04400
U02

AnaJysis of variance

Regression
Residual
F,,, = 2.03
F.. = 2.30

df 55 ms
5 14.671 2.934

108 156.066 1.445
Signif. F = 0080

at the 5 % level)

As Table 4.3 shows, only 8.6 per cem of the variatIOn in the dependent

variable is explained by the set of independent Vllfiables. Furthermore. the F

ealculated (2.03) compared to F tabUlated (2.30 at the 5% level) was found to be
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insignificant. These pieces of evidence clearly indicate that the joint influence of

independent variables (X•• x... x.., X. and X,) are insignificant. In effect, the set

of independent variables jointly do not influence the adoption decision of small

scale fanners in the study area. However. only X~ - the prevailing government

economic policies - was found to be statistically significant at the 5 per cent level

and therefore, perhaps the most significant predictor of farmers' adoption decision

(T - value of2.22 compared to the critical t-value ie t...b of 1.98). This was found

to be especially importam for farmers in the study area, since at least 50 per cent

of the respondems in the study area used improved maize varieties, chemical

fertilizer, and tractor ploughing in their maize production operations. Again. the

majority of respondents depended on hired services (tractor and labour) for their

fanning activities. The cost of using the improved maize production technologies

included in this study was found to be greatly influenced by the prevailing

government economic policies. For example, during infonnal discussion with the

respondenLS, most of them claimed that the cost of hired labour, chemical fertilizers

and charges for hiring tractor services for ploughing had increased by over 50 per

cent during the 1994 and 1995 cropping seasons. This they attributed to

government economic policies such as me removal of subsidies On agricultural

lnputs especially on chemical fenilizers, privatization and in most recent time to

the implementation of the value added tax, which though was later repealed. sull

showed effects. Thus since over 50 per cent of the respondents utilize these

improved maize production technologies. it meant increased cost of produclion to
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them. All this implies that the prevailing government economic policies are very

significant in explaining farmers' application of improved maize production

technologies.

Though, the characteristics of the small scale farmers (X,), farm

characteristics (X,) and the technological capacity of the economy to support the

recommended technologies (X4 ) were positively related, none of them was found

to be statistically significant in explaining farmers' adoption decision of Improved

maize production technologies included in this study. This result is conSistent With

the findings of Gerhart (1975), and Perrin and Winkelman (1976), who among

others asserted that in multivariate analysis of large scale survey of adoption

patterns carried out by international centers, no smgle farmers trait such as age, or

education emerged as significantly correlated with adoption when in presence of

other variables. Similarly, Zinnah (1991), also found and reported, that none of the

farm and farmers' specific variables: age of household used, family size.

participation in on-farm trials. farm size and extension Visits, (though pClsJtively

correlated to adoption decisions) were found to be Significant in ex.plaining farmers'

adoption decision of improved mangrove rice varieties. Thus the past conclUSiOns

often reported in adoption and diffusion research about how fann and farmer

characteristics are related to support for new or improved agricultural technologies

were not supported in this study.

Given the generally low and non significant relationship obtained 'n this

study for farmer specific-eharacteristics, farm characteristics, characteristics of the
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technology and the technological capacity of the economy variables in

relation to predicting farmers application of,jmproved maize production

technologies. it seems that fanners' acceptance and/or rejection of improved maize

production technologies is more dependeD[ on the prevailing government economic

policies.

4.2: Empirical results of supply response model

One of the fundamental objectives of the study was to analyze the supply

responsiveness of small scale maize farmers in the Ejura-Sekyedomasi District.

Specifically, the study sought to analyze how the application of improved maize

production technologies influences the quantity of maize offered for sale (QS),

However, it must be emphasized, that farmers responses are to a set of price and

non-price factors taken in concert and not to the availability of improved

technologies alone. Hence in this analysis, variables other than the availability of

improved technologies are included.

It was hypothesized that the quantity of maize supplied (QS) was dependent

on the:

(a) Technological condition (Type of technology) (T)

(b) Gross margin (GM)

(c) Farm size (size distribution of farm supplying the market), (R)

(d) Objectives of the farm family (0) and

(e) the annual rainfall of the area (RJ
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The model is specified as follows:

Qs = f(T, GM, 0, R, RJ

where:

Qs = Quantity of maize supplied

T = Technological condition of productionrrype of Technology used.

GM = Gross Margin - a measure of relative profilability and a proxy for

Pp and Pi .m (Price of product and Price of Inputs i to m.)

° represents the objective(s) of the farm family

(in this case the responden[ farmers).

R represents the size distribution of the farm supplying the market

(farm sizes used as proxy)

the annual rainfall of the area concerned.

4.3: The correlation matrix

A useful starting point for the discussion is the correlation matrix ft ~ all the

variables. The matrix shows the correlation between the dependent variable

(QS) and each independent variable, as well as the correlation between and among

the independent variables (T, GM, R, 0, and RJ. The matrix highlights the

importance of the variables selected, since the degree of correlation shows the

levels of common variance.

Table 4.4 gives the correlation coefficients between pairs of variables. The

values indIcate both the direction of the relationship and the magnitude. The Sign
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identifies the direction of the relationship. A negative correlation value indicates

a negative or inverse relationship while a positive value indicates a positive or

direct relationship. The closer the correlation value approaches either + 1.000 or 

1.000. the stronger or greater the magnitude of the relationship. On the other

hand. the nearer the correlation coefficient value is to O. the less the relationship

and at 0, there is no correlation or relationship. In general, correlation coefficient

between + 0.25 and - 0.25 Indicate liule or no correlation (Joseph and Joseph.

1980). Each row and column oflhe 12ble represents one of the variables. In each

cell of the (able two numbers appear. The first is the value of the correlation co

efficient while the second in brackets represents the observed significance level.

The rainfall variable was consram. therefore it was deleted from the analysis. As

the 12ble reveals. two vanables (RI and (GM) are hIghly slgnilicant (P<O.Ol) and

they substamially influence (he supply while the \'ariable T is statistically

significant at P = 0.05. These coefficiems are discussed first.
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Table 4.4: Correlation Matrix for all Variables

Quantity Technolo- Gross Fann
Supply gical Condo Margin Size

Objectives Rain
of farmers fall

QS

QS 1.000

T GM R o R,

T

GM

R

o

R,

.172* 1.000

(.034)

.438** .044 1.000

(.000) (.321)

.691** .154 -.052 1.000

(.000) (.052) (.291)

-.059 -.017 -.010 -.045 1.000

(.268) (.430) (.458) (.318)

1.000

.000 .000 .000.000 .000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------.

• - Coefficient Significant at the 5% level

.* - Coefficient Significant at less than lo/c level
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correlation coefficient obtained indicates that a direct positive relationship exists

between supply ( Qs,) and gross margin (GM). Thus all things being equal, an

increase in GM is expected to encourage or stimulate small scale maize farmers [0

supply more to the market. However, even though a positive relationship exists.

the relationship is not very strong, The observed strength of the relationship might

be attributed to the "Cash maximization" objective of the small scale maize

farmers. In this regard, the farm family generally strives [0 get the highest cash

rerurns to enable [hem meet cel1.1in basic needs or basic obligations such as taxes.

funeral donations. rent. etc. Profit maximlzauon is nor their major objective and

hence value of land and labour invested are irrelevant. Thus once [he cash

requirement to meet their basic needs/obligations has been satisfied, other factors

such as satisfacwI)' amount of leisure. long term economic stability. observance of

socio-cultural customs etc. become imponant. Hence as evidenced from [hiS

study, majority of the respondents (86.9 per cent) sold over 50 per cent of their

1994 harvested grain (Table 4.5), all ID an effon to secure enough cash return' 10

meet lheir basic needs, and other social obligations.
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Table 4.5: Percentage Distribution of Respondenls
by Fraction of 1994 Grain Harvest Sold

------------------------------------------------------
Fraction Sold Percentage

(n = 114)
-------------------------------------------------

Less than or Equal '0 1!4 3.5

Less than or Equal to 1/2 9.6

Less than or Equal to 3/4 63.2

More than 3/4 16.7

All 7.0

Total 1000

Source: Survey Data (August, 19951.

Though this findmg IS conSIstent wIth the findings of Tnpp and Marro

(1991), It cannot be conclusively slated whether m31Zt: IS a commercial crop or nOI

within the slUdy area.

Again, it can be argued [hat the relatively \\"eak correlation betv.. ~cn the

quantity offered for sale (Qs! and gross margin (GM) might be attnbuted to the

generally low GM/acre obtained for the fanns. Evidence from this study ll1dlCare.-.

that only 34 per cent of [he respondents obtained gross margins/acre hIgher (han

the average GM!acre (C40,000 - 09,999.00) (Table 4.6).
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Table 4.6: Percentage Distribution of Farms
by Gross Margin Per Acre.

---.--.--.---_.-_.----. --.------------------_.-- ---
Gross Margin!Acre

(e)

Percentage
(n = 114)

-----------.-----------------------------.---------
Less than !OOO 19.1

1.000 - 19,999 13.2

20.000 - 39.999 13.2

40;000 - 59,999 202

60.000 - 79.999 7.9

80,000 - 99,999 8.8

100,000 - 119,999 5.3

Equal to or More than 120,000 12.3

TOlal 100.0
Mean (40,000-59,999

Source: Survey Data (August. 1995).

Informal discussion with some of me respondents revealed that the a\t'rage

gross margin per acre was rather low, and that, the main reason why they continue

to grow maize was that there was no other gainful job available and also to ensure

availability of food for their families.
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4.3.2: Supply versus Farm Size (Qs, R)

The correlation coefficient between the quantity of maize supplied (Qs) and

farm size (R) is + 0.691. a fairly high positive correlation and is also as expected.

Thus, the larger farm size the greater will be the level of output, as well as the

quantity of output that would be put on the market.

Evidence from this study revealed that, land, though a crucial factor in

agricultural developmem in general and maize production in particular. was not a

critical limiting factor. For instance, 85.9 per cent of the respondents Culuv3ted

rota I land areas of between 2.0 acres and 19.99 acres (ie a.8ha - 8ha) with the mean

fann size ofberween 10.0 acre - 19.99 acres (Table 4.7), while nearly 76 per cem

allocated more than 50 per cent of their toral land area under cultivation to maIze

production with the mean size of maize fann being bel\l,ieen 2.0 acres and 9.9 acres

(0.8ha· 4.0ha) [Tables 4.8 and 4.9J.

Table 4.7: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
By Total Area Under Cultivation.

Total Area
(Acres)

Percencage
(n=114)

Less than 2.0 1.8

2.0·9.99 41.2

10.0·19.99 44.7

20.0 . 29 99 7.4

Equal to or More 'han 30 4.4

Total
Mean

100.0
10.0·19.99 acres

----------------------.-----------------------
Source: Survey Da,a (August. 1995).
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Table 4.8: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
by Perceotage of Total Area Under Maize Cultivation.

Percentage of Total
Area Under Maize

Percentage
(n = 144)

Less than 20% 0.9

20.0 29.99 1.8

30.0 39.99 9.6

40.0 49.99 12.3

50.0 59.99 13.2

60.0 - 69.99 21.9

More than or equal (0 70 40.4
------------------------------------------------------

Total 100.0
------------------------------------------------------

Tab I e 4 .9: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
by Total Area Under l\1aize.

------------------------------------------------------ --

Total Area Under
Maize (acres)

Percentage
(n=114)

-------------------------------------------------------
Less than 2.0 53

2.0 - 9.99 71.0

10.0 - 19.99 19.3

20.0 - 29.99 1.8

Equal to or More than 30 2.6
------------------------------------------------------

Total
Mean

100.0
2.0-9.99 acres

------------------------------------------------------
Source for both tables: Survey Data (August, 19951.
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Mechanical land preparation (ie traclOr ploughing) allows for the cultivation

of large farm sizes. Evidence from this study, however, revealed that only 7 per

cent of the respondents (n = 114) own tractors (Table 4.10). Again, majority of

the respondents (86 per cem) depended on hired tractor services for ploughing the I r

maize fields. (Table 4.11). However, high cost of tractor services, lack of credit.

and tractor services not being available on time, were among the major reasons

adduced by some of the farmers for [heir failure to make use of hired traeror

services dUring land preparation (Table 4.12)

Table 4.10: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
by Tractor Ownership

Tractor Ownership

Yes

No

Unspedfied

Percclllage
In = 114)

7.0

89.5

3.5
----._------------------ ------- --- -------

Total 100.0

Source: Survey Da,a (August, 1995)
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Table 4.11: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
According to Source of Tractor for Ploughing.

----------.----------------------------------------
Source Percentage

(n = 114)

--------------------------------------------------

Use of Own Tractor 5.3

Friend/Relatives 0.9

Unspecified 7.8

Total 1000

Source: Survey Data (August. 1995).

Concluding, it may be stated {hat though rhe posnive correlation co-efficient

(+ 0.691) is fairly hIgh, the values could have been higher but for some

bOlllenecks observed during the field study. These are:

_ Tractor services for land preparation not being available on time th"s

delaying the start of farming operations.

- Difficulty in gelling hired labour during the peak periods of the farming

seasons (ie. during weed control and harvesting).

• The inability of some of the farmers (Q buy and apply the recommended

levels of inorganic fertilizer to their maize fields.
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4.3.3: Supply versus Technological Conditions
(Qs, T)

As expected the correlation coefficient (+ 0.172) between the quantity of

maize supplied (Qs) and technological condition of production (Tl was significant

and positively correlated (P = 0.05). However. the correlation is very weak. This

in pan could be attributed to some of the reasons given by the fanner respondents.

prominent among which were the high cost or expense involved in the use of these

improved maize production technologies: lack of credit support to enable these

small scale farmers buy and use improved inputs (eg. improved maize seeds.

chemical fertilizer and so on) in their production activities; tractors services are not

available on time, thus delaying the stan of farming operations which indirectly

could resull in reduced yields and therefore lower quantities of maize offered for

sale (Tables 4.12.4.13.4.14).

Table 4.12: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
According to Reasons Mentioned for Not Vsing
Tractor Ploughing.

Reasons for
Non-Vse

Percentage
(n = 40)

---------------._--------~-----------------------

Very Expensive 65.0

Lack of Credit 15.0

Service not Available on time 15.0

No real benefit 5.0
------------------------------------------------

Total 100.0
------------------------------------------------

Source: Survey Data (August. 1995)
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Table 4.13: Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to
Reasons Mentioned for Not Growing Improved Maize Varieties.

--------------------------------------------------_.
Reasons for Not
Growing.....

Percentage
(n = 3)

--------------------------------------------_.-.---
Seeds. Very expensive 33.3

Scarcity of seeds 33.3

Poor SlOrage quality 33.3

Total 100.0

Source: Survey Data (August, 1995).

Table 4.14: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
According to Reasons for Not Applying Chemical
Fertilizer, 1994 Cropping Season.

Reasons for
Non-Application.

Percentage
(n = 27)

Very Expensive 55.3

Lack of Credit Support 14.8

"Soil is Fertile" 18.6

Others 11.3

Total 100.0

Source: Survey Data (August, 1995).

The very weak relationship observed between supply (Qs) and technology

(T) might also be attributed 10 the fact that these small scale farmers frequently

associate a change in production technology wirh an increase in fisk. These
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"

fannen have learned from past experiences that it is possible to subsist with their

method of production they have used for many years. And as revealed by the

analysis of data collected, as much as 77 per cent of the small scale maize farmers

did nor have ready access to credit facilities to support their maize production

activities (Table 4.15 a & b). For that matter, they were probably not willing to

risk the loss of the little wealth or cash they had to tryout the improved maize

production technologies at the optimum levels, and hence either continued to use

their old proven production technologies or used the recommended improved

producIIon technolgies at levels below the optimum, resuhing in the relatively very

low yields (5-6 maxi bags/acre as compared to achievable yields 12-22 maXi

bags/acre).

Table 4.15 (a): Percentage Distribution of Respondents by
Availability of Financial Institutions Which Support
Maize and Other Agricultural Production Activities

Availability of
Financial (nstitution

Percentage
(n=114)

-------------------------------------------------.---------

Yes

No

Unspecified

97.4

1.8

0.8
-------------_._------------------------------ ------------

Total 100.0
-----------------------------------------------------------
Source: Survey Data (August, 1995).
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Table 4.15 (b): Percentage Distribution of Respondents by
Access to Credit Facilities.

--------------------------------------------------------------
Access to Credit
Facility

Percentage
(n=lll)

-------------------------------------------------------------

Yes

No

Unspecified

Total

21.9

77.2

0.9

100.0

Source: Survey Da,a (August, 1995).

The availability of technological capacity to support Improved technologies

being promoted is another major faclOf which influences the applicaoon of

improved technologies and hence output and supply. Ready availability and

accessiblility of supporting technological capacities such as effiCient and effective

extension services, improved storage facilities, mowrable road network, and so ' n

within an economy encourage application of improved technologies and hence

stimulate increased output and supply. On the other hand, lack or inadequate

and/or non-accessibility of supporting technological capacities discourages the

application of Improved technologies and the effcct is lower output and supply. On

the basis of the foregoing, it can be argued thal the unexpectedly low correlauon

(+ 0.172) between supply (Qs) and Technology (T) might be due to the dlmculty

of respondents in getting the needed assistance from the existing supporting
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technological capacilies and/or ignorance of the exislence of such supporting

capacities. Evidence adduced from this slUdy indicates thaI majorilY of the

respondents did nOl have any contact with extension agenls. Supposedly, lhe latter

are the main agents for disseminating informalion on the improved technologies and

also assisling farmers to use these improved lechnologies correclly (Table 4.16).

Table 4.16: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
by Extension Contact (1993 and 1994)

Extension Contact Percentage (n = 114)
1993 1994

Yes

No

Unspecified

44.7

54.4

0.9

43.0

56.1

0.9

------------------------------------_._---~-----------

Total 100.0 100.0
--.----_.----------------------.----------------------

Source: Survey Data (August, 1995)

As Table 4.16 reveals in the 1993 cropping season, 54 per cent of We

respondents reponed of non-contact with any extension agent. This percentage

increased to 56 per cent in 1994. The Implicalion of WtS lhen, might be lhal, since

most of the respondents did not have access to adequate and accurate information

on the improved maize production technologies they might have continued to use

their lraditional, proven methods. The result was lhe lower output and supply

obtained.
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Again. evidence from this study indicated thar even though majoriry of the

respondents were aware of the existence of government-built improved maize

storage facilities (silos), only a few Slored their maize in them (Table 4, (7),

Table 4.17: Percentage Distribution of Respondents by
Availability and UsagelNon-use of Storage FaciJity(Silo)

fmpro\'ed Storage
Facility (Silo) Yes

PERCENTAGE
(n=114)

No Unspecified Toml

Availability

Usage

78,9 21.1

4.4 77.2

o 1000

18.4 1000

Source: Survey Data (August, 19951

The major reason given for [he non use was lack of knowledge that small scale

farmers could store their maize in the silo for a fee (Table 4.18).
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Table 4.18: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
According to Reasons Mentioned for Non-Use of Silo
----------------------------------------------------------

Reason for
Noo-Use

Percentage
(n = 88)

---------------------------------------------------------

Lack of Knowledge 34.1

High Cost involved 28.4

Own storage facility adequate 20.5

Prohibirive Distance from

from Production Uni' to Silo 2.3

Others 14.7

Total 1000

Source: Survey Data (.~ugust. 1995).

Most respondents ...vere also aware of the potenrial benefic of lncreasl'd

crop yields that could be derived from the application of the improved maIze

production technologies Included in this study (see Tables 4.19,4.20,4.21).
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Table 4.19: Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Most
hnportant Reasons for Growing hnproved Maize Varieties.

Most Important
Reason

Percentage
(n = Ill)

Increased Crop Yield 50.9

Early Maturity 34.2

Increased Income 11.4

Availability of Technical Guidance 3.5

Total 100.0

Source: Survey Data (August. 1995).

Table 4.20: Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to the most
important reason for appl,ying chemical fertilizer.

Reason

Increased Crop Yield

Increased Income

Percentage
(n = 87)

72.5

16.0

Availability of Technical Guidance 11.5

Total 100.0
-----------------------------------------------------

Source: Survey Data (August. 1995).
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Table 4.21: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
According to Most Important Reasons For Tractor Ploughing.

------------------------.-------------.--_.--.--_.--
Reason for Tractor
ploughing.

Percentage
(n = 74)

---------------------------------------------------
Increased Crop Yield 49.9

Make cultivation easier 27.0

Availability of Service/Equipment 12.3

Increased income 10.8

Total 100.0

Source: Survey Data (August. 1995).

The respondents were also conversant wlCh the fact that increased maize

yields if nOl properly stored could resul( in large scorage losses and subsequent low

financial recurns. Finally, most small scale maize fanners do not have much

problems handling yields obtained from applying their traditional maize produclton

technologies. This is because, yields obcamed are generally low and much of lhe

producr is either consumed by the farm household leaving little or in some cases

none for storage or the product is stored for only short periods.

On the basis of the foregoing, it can be argued that most of the respondents either

continued to use the traditional maize production technologies, the output of which

they have been handling without much problems or might have applied the

improved production technologies at below optimum or recommended levels to

avoid or minimize the risks associated with the application of the improved maize
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production technologies. These risks include high storage and financial losses

associated with slorage of increased maize yields in local barns and high monetary

investments in the improved produclion technologies. Hence the low output and

low quantity supplied.

Another plausible factor that mighr have contributed to the low correlation

between supply (Qs) and Technology (T) might be the effeclS of the prevailing

government policies - Structural Adjustment Programme. Privatisation. and the

Value Added Tax (VAT). When asked abour rheir knowledge on the prevarllng

government policies aforementioned and [he effects these policies had on thelf

fanning activities in general, and theif maize production aCTIvities in particular, 96

per cem of the respondents cJarmed haling knowledge of rhe poliCies and 90.8 per

cent also intimated that these poliCIes had negatively intluenced their farming

activities (Table 4.22 and Table 4.231.

Table 4.22: Percentage Distribution of Respondents by
Knowledge of Governmentls Economic Policies

Knowledge of
Gov·t. Policies

Yes

No

Total

Percentage
(n = 114)

95.6

4.4

100.0

Source: Survey Data (Augusr. 1995).
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Table 4.23: Percentage Distribution of Respondents by
Influence of Government Economic Policies on
Fanning Activities

---------------------------------------------------------
[nfluence of Gov't

Policies on
Farming Activities

Percentage
(n = 109)

--------------------------------------------------------

Yes

No

Unspecified

90.8

8.3

0.9

--------------------------------------------------------
Total 100.0

Source: Survey Data (August, 1995).

Three major intluences were mentioned by respondents as resulting from

the implementation of these polIcies. Fift)' three per cent of the respondems

(0=88) whose farming activltes \'iere affected by the implementatIon of

government economic policies said that the polices had resulted in high wst of

farming inputs especially chemIcal fertilizers, improved maize seeds and other

agro-chemlcals while 33 per cent and 5 per cent of the respondents respectively

mentioned high cost of hired labour and high transportation cost as [he effects of

[he aforementioned government economic policies. Nine per cent of the

respondems on their part gave other reasons, such as high cost of consumer goods,

high cost of drugs and relatively high hospital bills, htgh cost of production, their

inability to expand their farms, etc (Table 4.24).
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Table 4.24: Percentage Distribution of Respondenls
According to The Effect of Government Economic
Policies On Farming Activities

Effect of Policies Percentage
(n = 99)

High Cost of Inputs 52.5

High Cost of Hired Labour 33.3

High Cost of Transportation 5.1

Others 9.1

Total 1000

Source: Survey Data (August, 1995).

During the field studies it was observed that most of the respondents were

not able to adhere strictly to the recommended improved maize production

technologies. hence the resultant low output and supply. Therefore, the Clbserved

correlation between supply (Qs) and technology (T) as evidenced in th's study's

not as expected but rather surprising.

4.3.4: Supply versus Objectives of farm family (Qs, 0)

The correlation coefficient is - 0.059, indicating an inverse relationship

between the quantity of maize supplied and the objective(s) of the farm family.

The majority of respondents had more than one objective for cultivating maize.
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Tbe most important combination of objectives were to secure farm family food

security and to earn income (Table 4.25). The inverse relationsbip thus obtained

means that small scale maize farmers with multiple objectives are more likely to

supply less maize to the market than farmers with single objective. This is not

surprising since in an effort to satisfy all the objectives the farmer with multiple

objectives is most likely to be less efficient in his farming operations than another

fanner with just a single objective. For insrance. in a bid to meet the dual objective

of securing fann family food security and earn enough income. the small scale

fanners might have cuhivated large maize fields for which their limited resources

(especially financial and labour) were not adequate [0 allow them carry out all the

cullural practices efficiently. The effect was the low yields and hence low

quanti lies supplied.

Table 4.25: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
According to Reason l\'Ientioned for Growing I\faize

Reason(s) for Cultivating
Maize

Food for family only

To earn income only

Food for fannily+lncome

Others*

Total

Percentage
(n=114)

3.5

5.3

83.4

7.8

100.0
---------------------------------------------------

Source: Survey Data (August. 1995).

·Others include source of employment. food to feed the nation (Urban dwellers)
and feed 00 feed poultry fanners.
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The most important combination of objectives were to secure farm family food

security and to earn income (Table 4.25). The inverse relationship thus obtained

means that small scale maize farmers with multiple objectives are more likely to

supply less maize to the market than farmers with single objective. This IS not

surprising since in an effon to satisfy all the objectives the farmer with multiple

objectives is most likely to be less efficient in his fanning operations than anmher

fanner with just a single objective. For instance. in a bid to meet the dual objective

of securing farm family food security and earn enough income, the small scale

farmers might have cultivated large maize fields for which [heir limited resources

(especially financial and labour) were not adequate [0 allow them carry out all the

cultural practices efficiently. The effect was the low yields and hence low

quantities supplied.

Table 4.25: Percentage Distribution of Respondents
According to Reason Mentioned for Growing Maize
---------~~----------------------------------------

Reason(s) for Cultivating
Maize

Percentage
(n = 114)

---------------------------------------------------

Food for family only

To earn income only

Food for family+lncome

Others'

3.5

5.3

83.4

7.8
-------------------- ------_.-----------------------

Total 100.0
-------~-----------------------------~-------------

Source: Survey Data (August. 1995).

·Others includt: source of t:mploymenl, food 10 feed the nation (Urban dwellers)
and feed lO feed poultry farolers.
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The negative relationship obtained could probably be attributed to lbe

influence of some olber objectives of the small scale farmers which antagonize

increased production and hence increased quantity supplied (Qs).

The observed relationship between supply (Qs) and objective(s) (0) of small

scale maize fanners in the study area could in part be altributed to the major

objective of small scale farmers - subsistence security (ie an adequate and assured

food supply and income to purchase required level of material needs). For some

small fann families in more favourable environment, the risk of not meeting basic

subsistence need is small and thus mha goals become important But, for many

small families operating in marginal conditlons with relatively high risk In terms

of yield variability and market tluctu3rion, as it pertains in study area, subsistence

security becomes the most critical goal. This goal is achieved through \'arious

mechanism such as the maintenance of reciprocal social bonds wirh other

households. These reciprocal social bonds provide a means of access (Q critical

production inputs (land, labour, capilal etc). Second, these farmers often require

goods which the household has eilber to produce or purchase with cash because

lbey are maintained lbrough practices such as giving gifts of food, ritual feasting

and religious celebrations, or sharing of ritual obligations between households.

However, this type of social obligations and bonds have been found to have a

uemendous influence on supply of farm produce. For example, data collected in

large-scale regIonal survey in Northern Nigeria in 1970-71 revealed lbat 18 to 20

per cent of total grain production was disposed off through gifts to olbcr
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households (Nonnan !:Ill!. 1982). The amount of grain exchanged through non

commercial channels was roughly equivalent to that sold through commercial

channels.

The desire of small scale fanners in study area to conform to social

obligations such as attending funerals/special festivals could be another comributing

factor to the ohserved relationship hetween (Qs) and objectives (0). Attending

funerals, for example. takes these small scale farmers away from their farm work

for some days and when these days occur dUring the critical periods (eg. actIve

growth period of the maize crops), the plants become Infested with weeds and In

the end result in reduced yields. Subsequently the quamity that would be put on

the market would also be lov,'. Agam, [he days spent in atrendJng funerals, also

delays the implementation ofcertam Important cultural practices (for example, the

applicaTion of chemical fertilizers. weed comrol, harvesting and so on) and th IS al so

could result in reduced yIeld and qualHlty eventually put on the market

Another plausible explanauon for the observed relationship could be rhe

desire of the fann family for satisfactory amount of leisure once their subSistence

security IS met. However, more leisure implies less work on the fann to increase

output and subsequntly the low quantity supplied.

However, vanables to measure the quantity of maize reqUIred to ensure an

adequate and assured food supply for an average farm family, the deme of the

small scale maize farmer to meet SOCial obligations and customs, the influence of

reciprocal SOCial bonds and the deSire of small scale farmers for some amount of
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satisfactory leisure were not included in this study and hence the observed

relationship between Qs and O. There is therefore the need for further research

into this area.

4.3.5: Gross Margin Vrs Technology (GM,T)

The correlation coefficient between gross margin (GM) and improved maize

produclion lechnolgy (T) though positive as expecled, was not statislically

significant (P ,0.05). Analysis of the field data collected in this study 'revealed

thaI irrespective of the technology used, outputs were generally low (Table 4.26).

Table 4,26: The Percentage Distribution of Respondents
b)' Yield Per Acre for 1994 Cropping Season,

Yield/Acre
(Bags)"

Percentage
(n=114)

Less than I 0.9

1.0-2.99 16.7

3.0 - 4.99 30.7

5.0 - 6.99 32.5

7.0 - 8.99 14.8

Equal to or More lhan 9.00 4.4

Total 100.0
Mean 5.0 - 6.99 bags/acre

Source: Survey Data (August, 1995). "I bag= 100 kg

As the lable reveals, lhe mean yield per acre was belween 5.0 and 6.99
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bIpIacIe (500 kg - 699 kgllCfll) COIIIpIIed 10 achievable yIelds of belween 12 . 22

bag. (1200 kg/acre - 2200 kgl acre) reported by GGDP (1990. Err.lIc r.mfall

paltern. Ibe dirliculty in gening lheir land prepared on lime due 10 .mall number

of IraclOr h.ring services and Ibe high cos. of IOpUts especially fertliller whICh

made If difficult for !hem 10 boy and apply lhe kmllzer al Ibe recommended dosage

were among (he major reasons given for (he 10"' yldds ubuuneJ.

The analySIS also revt'.llied thaI flte lLJ\I\ Ilf hlrt:d labour, l<lflJ pn:paratJOfl

and mpub Wcrt: generally daJlTlcJ (0 nl.: hl f ll

acre ~as bcf'.\,t:'Cn l;:6tJ.1..0J - l~l,! Yl-JY (I able ..l ~7! 'Ahdc the tlle,lll ~[(J'}) IfILIIlI\C per

acre \l,3.S bc{ .... ccn I...!'\(J.()()() I..ljlj lJl)Lj 'rI.I!l1 !Ill: 111"Je t)Clllg JllIJrc 11i..111 ur o:quallli

CI20,OOO 'Tabk ~ 2M}
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Table 4.27: Percentage Distribution of
Respondents by Cost Per Acre

Cost/Acre
(e)

Less than 30,000

30,000 - 59,999

60,000 - 89,999

90,000 - 119,999

Percentage
(n = 114)

6.1

43.9

36.8

7.9

More than or equal to 120,000 5.3

Total 100.0
Mean C60,OOO-89,999

Table 4.28: Percentage Distribution of
Respondents by Income per acre.

Income!Acre (C) Percentage
(0 = 114)

10,000 - 19,999 1.8

20,000 - 39,999 7.0

40,000 - 59,999 14.9

60,000 - 79,999 11.4

80,000 - 99,999 15.8

100,000-119,999 9.6

More than or equal to 120,000 39.5
-----------_..._----------------------------------
Total
Mean

100.0
c80,ooo-99,999

--------------------------------------------------
Source for both tables: Survey Data (August, 1995).
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Further analysis of Tables 4.27 and 4.28 revealed that 87 per cent of the

respondents incurred a cost of at most c89,999 while 65 per cent of the respondents

obtained incomes greater than or equal to mean income per acre . Only 35 per cent

of the respondents earned less than C80,OOO per acre. Thus with high total variable

costs and generally low oUlput, the magnitude of the gross margin would be

reduced. This thus reflects the low and non-significant relationship between gross

margin and technology as evidenced in this study.

4.3.6: Farm Size versus Technology (R,T)

The correlation coefficient between farm size and technology to, 154),

though positive as expected was also not statistically significant (P < 0.05). The

low, non-statistically significant correlatIOn coeffiCIent obtained was unexpected.

II was expected that with improved technology, for example, tractor ploughing,

large areas could he farmed. But as revealed from analysis of field data, the

number of small scale maize fanners who ploughed their malze fields were

comparatively lower than those who applied the other improved maize production

technologies included in the study (ref. Tahle 4.2). This could in part be attributed

to the small number of small scale fanmers who owned tractors, difficulty in gelling

access to tractor hiring services and possibly the very high cost involved in hiring

tractor services. hence the observed trend.
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4.3.7: Farm Size versus Gross Margin (R, GM)

The correlation coefficient is -0.052, and this was unexpected. It was

expected that with large fann size, increased output would result and the quantity

supplied to the market would correspondingly be large and high gross margins

obtained. The observed trend. could be attributed to the fact that Irrespective of

farm SIze, average yield per acre was relatively low. Coupled with this was the

obsenation that most farmers who farmed large areas could not apply the

appropriate levels of chemical fertilizer to their farms to obtain increased yields.

Again. their inability to get hired labour on time [Q comro] weeds on their farm.

also greatly affected their yields ad\'ersely. Another reason for the negative

relationship could be the relatively hIgh Iotal variable costs associated with large

fanns. which in most cases reduced [he o\'erall magnitude of gross margin.

4.4: Results of multiple linear regression analysis: The Supply
Response Model

To establish the relationship between the dependent variable, quantity

supplied (Qs) and the set of independent variables(T, GM, R, 0, and RJ,a multiple

linear regression analysis was used. The model used was based on the assumption

that (here is a normal distribution of the dependent variable(Qs) for every

combination of the values of the independent variables. The result of the analySIS

is presented in Table 4.29.
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Table 4.29: Estimates of lbe Multiple Linear Regression Model of
Determinants of Small Scale Farmers' Supply Responsiveness to Improved
Maize Production Tecbnologies.

(Dependent Variable QSj
-..----.----------_._--~------------------------------- .--_.------------------._.

Explanatory B
Variables

SE B BETA T Sig. T

T .623459 .795787 .041489 .783 .4351

GM 2.02498E-04 2.2417E-05 .473308 9.033" .0000

R 2.402516 .179863 .708284 13.358" .0000

o -.256565 .628778 -.021343 -.408 .6841

ConSlam -.113673 8.475392

... Coefficienr significant at [he I% level

The regression equation is:

QS =-.113673 +.623459(TJ +202498E-04IGM)+2.402516IR) -.256565(0)

Multiple linear regression statistics

Muillple R 83975

R-square .70518

Adjus<ed R-square .69426

Standard Error 14.36826

Analysis of variance

Regression
Residual

df Sum of squares
4 53330.80305
109 22296.26775

Mean square
13332 70076

204.55291

F... = 65.17972
F.. = 3.51

SJgnif F = .oooo*'"

1 r) 3
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II

As the table shows. 70.5 per cent of the variation in the dependenl variable is

attriburable 10 the influence of the sel of the independent variables used. To lesl

for the overall ability of the set of independent variables 10 explain the variation in

the dependenl variable (QSj. the data was subjecled 10 further teSlS (F-Iesl and [

test). F-ealeulated (65.18) compared 10 F tabulated (3.51), was found to be highly

significanl (P < 0.01), implying [he rejeclion of Ihe null hypothesIs and the

conclusion that at least one of the set of the independent variables (T, GM, 0, R)

is useful in explaining the variation In Qs - the dependent vanable.

As Table 4.29 futher shows. with rhe eXCeplJOn of the partial coefficient fur

the Independent variable "O"lobjecu\'esJ which IS -0.2566.the rest- T. GM. and R

had posilive panial coefriclents of 06235. 2.0250E·04. and 2.4025 respecllvcly.

To find our which of the SCI of Independent variables that sIgnificantly and

substantially influence (he quantity of maize supply by small scale farmas In the

Ejura-Sekyedomasi District, a (-[est statistic was performed. The result, revealed

mal gross margin (GM) and farm sIze (R) wefe the most significant predictors of

the small scale maize farmers' responsIveness to Improved maize production

lechnologles. The t-values (calculated) for GM and Rare 9.033 and J.1.358

respectively compared (Q the crincal (-values of 2.62 at I % sIgnificant level. A

regression compu(a(ion was again run uSing only GM and R. The result IS

presented Ifi Table 4.30 (aJ & (bi.
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Table 4.30 (a): Multiple Linear Regression of significant variables (GM & R)
Dependent Variable =Qs

Explanatory B
variables

SE B BETA T Sig. T

GM 2.03504E-04 2.224IE-05 .475176 9.150** .0000

R 2.427700 2.078276 .714981 13.767**.0000

Constant 2.140396 2.314602 .925 .3571

** Coefficient significant at the 1% level.

The regression equation:

Qs =2.140 + 2.035£- 04(GM) + 2.428(R).

Table 4.30 (b): Multiple Linear Regression Statistics of significant variables
(GM & R)

Multiple R .83752

R-squared 70145

Adjusted R-squared .69607

Standard Error 4.27676

Analysis of variance

df Sum of Squares Mean Square

Regression 2 5315627784 26578.13892

Residual III 2262468708 203.82601

F," = 130.39621 Signif F = .0000
F", = 4.82
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As shown in Table 4.30(b), 70 per cent of the variance in Qs is explained by the

two independent variables (GM and R) and the correlation co-efficient is highly

positive (.83752). It is significant to note that a reduction of two independent

variables caused a loss of only 0.4 percentage points in explained variation - a

worthwhile trade because the new model, with only two independent variables

would be easier to understand. In addition, in the revised regression model the two

independent variables (GM and R) have SIgnificant parrial regression coefficients

(P< 0.01). [Table 4.30 (a)J. In sum then. it can be said that GM and R are the

most significam predictors of small scale maize farmers' responsiveness to

improved maize production technologies. I-values for GM and Rare 9.250 and

13.767 respectively and the regressIon equation for the model is thus:

Qs = 2.140 + 2.035E-04 (GM) + ".428 (R)

In this equation. 2.140 represents the regression estimate when both the

gross margin (GM) and farm size (R) are zerO. The coeftlclent of GM implies that

supply (Qs) will increase by 2.035E-04. ior each unit increase in gross margin

(GM) if fann size (R) is unchanged. Similarly. the coeftlcient of R indicates that

supply (Qs) will increase by 2.428 for each Unit increase in farm size (R) Ii gross

margin (GM) is held constant.

This evidence indicates thal the relatIve profitability of the improved maize

production rechnologies alone, is not a major determinam of supply of maIze and

as explained elsewhere, other objectives such as subsistence security, the desire {Q

adhere or confonn to social obligations and customs, satisfactory leisure and so on
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could be among die key determinanll !har could be mampulaled 10 efreer increued

maize supply in die ltudy area in parricular and among .mall scale farmers In

general. Thi. evidence. also supporr. lhe fae' lhal profil making IS nor lhe prime

objective of small scale farmer:! as indlc31ed elsewhere in thiS thesis.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

5.0: Introduction

In this final chapter. the findings of this study are summarized in section 5. I

and section 5.2 deals with rhe implications of the findings for poltcy. A final

section, 5.3 discusses the implications of the study for funher research.

5.1: Findings of the study

Three major findings emerged from the study.

First, plaming of improved maize varieties is rhe most applied improved

maize production technology In the study area.

Second, farm size (R) and gross margin (GM) are the major determinants

of the quantity of maize supplied (Qs) by small scale farmer.

Finally, prevailing government economic policies determine me level of

application of improved malzc production technologies mcluded in the study.

5.2: Implications for policy

Each of the findings of this study have a number of polley implications for

programmes designed [0 increase rarm output and quantity supplied (QS). These are
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discussed below.

The study has shown that improved planling malerial (ie improved maize

seeds) is the most applied of the various improved maize production technologies.

Thus, anyone wishing [0 promote increased maize output and hence the quantity

supplied would need to encourage more small scale farmers to plane improved

maize varieties. The strategy has implications for policy.

The first policy implication concerns the process of producing improved

maize seeds which are compatible \\'Ith the multiple objectives of small scale

fanners. This implication falls withm the realm of research and development. Such

a policy should therefore provIde the researchers espeCIally plant breeders, and

agronomists with the necessary logistics and rnollvauon [0 encourage them produce

the requisite improved plaming matenaJ.

The second pollC)' Implicauon relates to the process of ensuring that

improved seed maize are readdy available at affordable prices and at the nglH place

at the right time. Stated In more explicit terms, one IS talking about Improvmg (he

distribuuon/markeung effiCIency of the Improved seed maize. The poltcy should

encourage small seed firms or private indIVIduals [Q grow and/or sell Improved

seed varieties.

The third poltcy implication concerns t.he process of encouraging more

small scale fanners to plant improved seed marze varieties. The polICy should

provide the requisite education and demonstratIOn to raise the consciousness of the

small scale maize farmers about the usefulness of planting improved vandies. ThiS
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policy relates to the function of the Extension Services of the Ministry of Food and

Agriculture. However. evidence from the study indicates a very weak linkage

between extension staff and the small scale farmers. A number of recem studies

(Compton, 1984, Synder, 1986, Merrill-Sands, 1989 and Kaimowltz, 1990 and

Engel, 1990) have pointed out quite clearly that strong linkage between these

groups are flO( merely a matter of effiCiency. they are vital for successful

technology development and delivery. particularly In developing countries such as

Ghana. On the basis of the foregoing, there is thus the dire need to put In place

policies that would encourage the development of stronger relationship between the

extension staff and small scale fanners.

The study also revealed that both farm size (R) and gross margin (GMJ

were positively and significantly correlated [() the quantity of maize supplied (Qs)

by small scale farmers in the study area. ThIS implies that anyone wishing to

signiticantly enhance the quantity of maize supplied (Qs) would have to put In place

strategies (hat allow small scale farmers La either cultivate more plots (ie Improve

on their farm size distribution). or allow for increased gross margms from farmer,s'

maize growing activity, or bOlh.

Wnh respeCl (0 fann size (R), {he firs! poliCy implicauon relates [0 ensuring

that land is readily available and In sizes suitable for large farm or many farm

plots. Such a policy calls for radical land reforms. Presently, there IS no clear cut

policy on agricultural land ownership by smaJi scale farmers within the country.

Lands are communally owned and are mainly controlled by chiefs or family heads.
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This mode of land tenure has proved 10 be inefficienl in the ability 10 satisfy the

basic conditions for good land tenure arrangement. Some of these conditions are

the ability to acquire good fann sizes, to hold title (Q land and have security of

tenure. The specific fearures of the land tenure system which constitute barriers

to the establishment of adequate size of farm are the fragmentation of holdings. the

difficulty involved in acquiring new lands. the inability of farmers to make

improvement. the absence of farm land registration, etc. A radIcal land reform

policy that offers small scale farmers the opportunity to ha\'t easy access to

adequate lands [0 establish good farm sizes, hold legal (Jtles to l~lt land on which

they \~ork and adequate secumy would slgnlficant]y enhance theIr produclJvity and

hence the quantity of maIZe that would be supplied lOs).

This study also revealed that access to credit and tractor services for land

preparation were also major conSTraints that limited farm size of small scale maize

farmers in the study area. In This respect therefore, a polICy that relates [0 making

credit facilities readily available to serious-minded small scale maize farmers would

be in the right directIOn. An additional desirable policy would be the establlshmenr

of plant pools within the major maIze production areas. Previous expeflence with

the concept of "plant pools" III Ghana failed. Lack of efficielH supervision and

improper record keeping were idemifled as the major causal factors for the failure.

To overcome the problems lhat cOl1uibuted to the failure of plant pools formerly

established, an efficient supervisory team composed of smaJI scale farmers, staff

of Depanment of Agricultural Extension Services and Agricultural Engllleeflng and
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Mechanization Department. bom of Ministry of Food and Agriculture. be formed

in each location where a plant pool is established to effectively and efficiently

oversee and monitor me running of the plant pool.

The study furmer indicated mat gross margins obtained by respondent

farmers were generally low. This among omers were attriibuted to the generally

low Vlelds obtained from respondent farmers' maize fields and the high cost of

hired labour. The policy implications of the foregoing are twofold:

FirsL a policy aimed at addressing the problem of lower yields resulting from

declinmg soil fertility should be formulated and actively pursued. Since the study

revealed that the lower yields obtamed were due in part to the inability of the

respondem fanners to buy and apply the recommended levels of chemical fertilizer

because of its high cost, a desirable policy would be to encourage small scale maize

farmers to use alternative method of maintaIning [he fertility of their maize fields.

An example of such alternative method would be (0 encourage intercropping of

maize with legumes. This policy has merit because in addition lO the direct benefit

of maimaining the soil fertility and increased yields, favourable climatic and

edaphic condition exist in the study area for proper growth of maize-legume

mixture.

A second desirable pOliCY would be one that would help to reduce the cost

of hired labour and hence reduce the toral variable cost component. This calls for

appropriate. well informed and condUCIve government economic policies.

Finally, the study revealed that the level of application of the Improved
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maize production technologies included in the study is a function of governmem

policy regime. This finding will find its usefulness in designing policies concerned

with improving the levels of application of improved agricultural technologies.

In this regard, well-infonned, appropriate and conducive governmenr

policies that concern the process of acquiring credit support by small scale farmers.

improved infrastructural development especially road network and marketing

channels for inputs and output and appropriate pricing for both inputs and output

would be desirable.

In conclusion, it may be stated that the findIngs of this study are generall)

conslSlent with conclusions from studies by Lipton t 1989), Richards (1985, 1986).

Mation and Spencer (1984) and Matlon '" ilL (1984) which indicate that the poor

performance of agriculture in Sub-Saharan Africa may in part be due to deep

ignorance, particularly on [he pan of researchers. surroundmg small-holder food

fanning especially in the humid and semi-humid areas of Africa. On the basis of

the above, there is the need for conSCIOus etlan to be made by researchers (as well

as research administrators and agricultural policy makers) in thoroughl)

underslanding smallholder food farmers and the condllions under which they

produce. This means that agricultural innovation should be developed and

recommended to small scale farmers nO( only on (he baSIS of their agronomi<:

soundness but also on the basis of the prevailmg government economic policies

and its intluence on the production activilies of small scale farmer!!.
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5.3: Suggestions for further research

Some panicular findings of the study are highlighted here with a view to

generating further research. First, the finding that the objective(s) of small scale

farmers did not significantly influence the quantity of maize supplied (QS) need

further researching. A vigorous research into this variable and mhers such as the

socio-culrural environment, family Size, education, income and resource

endowment, would greatly contribute to a clearer understanding of small scale

maize farmers' appliCatiOn of improved fechnologles.

A second finding, is the extreme Importance of prevailing government

economic policies on the adopllon behaVIour of smaJl scale maize fanners. A

further research to evaluate lhe effcCls of these poliCIes on the supply response of

small scale farmers and agricultural perfonnance In general would proVide adequarc

infonnation (0 substantially help agrlculrural poltey makers formulate appropnalC

policies thai would make the small scale farmer more produclive.

The findings of Ihls study suggest lhat In order to Jncrease lhe quanu!y of

maize (0 be supplied by small scale farmers, first. governmenl needs to create a

conducive envlronmem lhal would allow farmers 10, among other things, have

access to a range of cosl-effeClIVt agncuhural Inputs and servIces. Secondly,

government should proVIde sleady and adequate fundmg for research and extensIOn

programmes and more Importantly government agricultural policy should St:(

research largels thai are not limned only [0 yield increases but also [0 other (rallS

such as good storage characleristics and also mobilize lhe appropriale financ.:lal and

human resources [Q achIeve speCific research needs.
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APPENDIX A

RECOMMENDED IMPROVED MAIZE PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES

Table 1.1: Characteristics of Commercial Maize

Varieties Released by Crop Research Iostitute (CRI)

Variety

Grain Plant
Colour Texture

(em)

Days (0: Avg.
Hdgh! 50% Maru- Ton!

Sitk rily Ha Acre

Yield
B<igs

Dobidi \\!hilt: den! 205 60 120 5.5 22

Okomasa"'· \\1\itc dent 198 59 120 5.5 22

Golden~ Yellow dent!
Crystal flint 200 55 110 H 18

ObalaIlpa"'· \Vhile dell! 175 55 105 46 18

Abeleehi·· \Vhile Jem 157 53 105 H 18

AburOlia \\'hilt: den! 150 51 105 46 18

Darke SR·· While den! 165 46 95 3.8 15

Safita-2 \Vhilt: dent 165 47 95 j.8 15

Kawanzie Yellow 11m! 160 46 95 3.5 14
---_..._------------------------------------ -- --- -------- ----------- --------- -------
• Agronomic <!aLa art: averages from station vandy triab
conducled at eight locacioll'i in Ghana ... Sneak resisWlr
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Table 1.2: Recommended Planting Calenders for lbe
Mllior Agro-Ecological Zones

.------.---------------._---.----------------------------------------------------
Locati.on Plan!ine Recommended

Early Plan!ine
Variety

Late Planting
--------------------------------------.----------._-----------------------..--------------
MAJOR SEASON

Forest Early Mid-End of April Okomasa. Dobidi, Obatanpa,Abeleew
Obatanpa

Transilion Zone Mid Mar-End of April Okomasa. Dahi(l! ObatMpa,Abc::ledli

Coaslal Savannah End of ~tar-Elld of April Okoma.~a. Dobldi Obatanpa,AbekehJ
or Dorke SR

Guinea Savannah End of ~Iay-Elld of June

MINOR SEASO/>

Okomasa. Dobidi
Oh~ttd.llpa

Obata.lIra. Ahelr:ehj
Ka\';allzH:~ or Dorke SR

FOfl:SI Zone Mid July-Early Sl:ptcmht.:r Okomasa. Dobiul
OhaG.Ulp<l

Dorkc SR. Ohaunpd
or Abcledti

Transition
Zone Mid July-Early Septemtll:r Okotna.sa, Dobiul

Obat;;LIlp<l
Obatanpa, AtlI:ketU
or Dnrke SR

COa.'ital SavaJllM.h PLANTING NOT RECOMMENDED

Table 1.3: Recommended Plant Spacings for Maize

OKOMASA, DOBlDl,
GOLDEN CRYSTAL

SPACING

OBATANPA, ABELEEHI, ABUROTlA,
SAFITA-2. KA WANZIE,

Between row:

Within row:

90 em

40 em

80,m

4O-.:m

POPULATION· 56,0Cl0 planlsJha 62,500 pJaJllsJha

• Expected populauon when two seeds per hill art: planlrU
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Table 1.4: Fertilizer Guideliness For Maize
--------------------------------------_.------._.----------------------------------

AGRO
ECOLOGY

CROPPING
HISTORY

STARTER FERTILIZER SIDEDRESS
(20;20;0) (Amm. Sulpbale)

APPLY 4-5 WAPu
BAGS/ PLANTS/' BAGS/ PLANTS/
ACRE MILK TIN ACRE MILK TIN

FQre~1 land fallowed
for at least
5 years

NO FERTILIZER RECOMMENDED

Fore~l

Tean-:oon

lantl croppro th~

previous year or
cleared after
less than 5 years
fallow

land fallowed
for alit'asl
5 years

60 (68)

NO FERTILIZER RECOMMENDED

60 (68)

Tran,aioll

Tra.n.-lOon

Savannah

Savannah

land crup~d

the previous

year or deared
atkr bs truw.
5 years fallo\\

continuumly
I.:roppetl

land fallowed

continuou.~ly

cropped
2

60 (681

30 (3~)

60 (6S)

30 (34) 2

60 (68)

60 (68)

60 (68)

30 (34)

* Plants per milk tin refers 10 che nwn~r of maize planl~

(DOl hills) thai can be fertilized, if m.:ommt'ntled plant
poruJatiolL' are adopted. The first nwnber i:; for full
seil..'on vaneties such as Dobidi planlCd in 90 em rows.

The nwnber in parentllesis is for early ffiaruring varkrics
planted Ul 80 em rows.

•• \\ ;:dcs afler planting
NB I bag ~r acre of 20:20:0 kmlizer + 1 bag pc:r acre
ammonium sulphate is equivalent to 5IN:25P:OK kg. pc:r
het..tare. I bag per acre of 15: 15: 15: fernlizer + I bag
ammonium sulphate is eqwvalent to 45: 19: 19 kg of N:P:K kg
per Ila.
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE

SMALL SCALE MAIZE FARMERS AND APPLICATION OF
IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGIES: A CASE STUDY OF

EJURA-SEKYEDOMASJ DISTRICT OF GHANA

OUESTIONNAIRE FOR FARMERS

Interviewer's Name: Date: .

Name of Village/lOwn: Village Code: .

Name of Household head: .

Gender oj household head: (Please Tick)
1. Male I I 2. Female I I

Age of household head: (Please Tick)

1. Below 19 years I J
2. 20 - 29 years I I
3. 30 - 39 years I J
4. 40 - 49 years I J

5. 50 - 59 years I ]
6. 60 - 69 years [ J
7. Over 69 years ( j

I. Characteristics of the Small Scale Fanner.

1. How many persons currently are in your household?
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2. Please tell me the structure of your household

No of; 0-10 yrs 11-20yn 21 -30 yrs 31-40 yrs 41 -50yrs 51 + yrs
Children

Adull:

Acove Male

ACDve

Female

3. What is your marital status? (Please tick)

1. Single [J

2. Married [J
3. Divorced I )

4. Widowed [J

4. If married. ho\\ many wIves do you ha\e?

1.

2.

3.

One wife [ )

Two wives [ I

More than two wives [

5. Did you have any formal schooling?

I. Yes [J 2. No. [ J

6. If yes, wha[ le\'el of formal educa[jon do you have?

1. Primary Education (1-10 years of school education) (

2. Secoodary I J

3. Vocational/commercial [ J

4. Technical [ I

5. Teacher training [ J

6. Polytechnic [ J

7. University [ I

8. Others (Please specify) ...
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7. How many years have you been farming on your own (that is cultivatin,

your own farm)?

.................................. '" .

8. How many years have you been cultivating your own maize faml?

........................................................ - .

9. Do you belong to a farmer's organisarion?

1. Yes [ 1 2. No [ J

10. Name of organisation if answer w Question 9 is yes

11. Have you participated 10 any of (he following programmes? (Please rick)

PRQGRA'DIE AVAILABLE TO PARTlCII'A.TElJ lSEfTl TO YOLIR FAK\ll\(; -\CTI\lT/1
FAR)IERS PROGRAM.'IE

\TRY lSF:FU. "\OT DO""T
YES \'0 n:s '0 l Sf.Fl' I. L'SEFtL K\OW

Farmers
Training
Programme

On·Farm trial

Field
Days/fairs

Demonstration

Farmer's Day

12. What is your ethnic grouping')

13. How are decisions made within the household?

1. Male head, Sale decision-maker I )

2. Decision-making shared among adults I )

3. No clear cut deCIsion making procedure ( J
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4. Others (Described)

.................................................................. .

...............................................................................

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FARM.

14. Please tell me the various crops that you cultivate

15. How many tie/ds did you cultivate last year (1994) both Major and Minor

Seasons?

MAJOR I MINOR

Field Size Crops Land" Field Size Crops Land"
No. (acres/ Gro\vn Prepar- No. (acres/ Grown Prep-

hectares arIOn hectares arat-ion
method Method

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

- Tractor ploughmg

2 = Manual (use of hoes/curlass etc.)

3 = Others (please specify) .
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, I

16. Number of fields planted to maize in 1994 (refer to Question 15)

............................................................

17. How did you obtain the land? (Please tick)

FIEL LAND LAND LAND LAND AS A OTHERS
DNO INHERITED RENTED PURCHASED GIFT (PLEASE

SPECIFY)

I

2

3

4

5

18. Please rell me the purchase price or rent for those fields purchased,

rented?

FIELD PURCHASE PRICE
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\

19. Rank the crops you grow according to the order of imponance and indicatl

whether it is for home comsumption or cash.

CROP RANK HOME CONS. CASH

I.

2.

3.

4.

20. For each crop that you cultivated, gIve informanon on the quanHt)

harvested (1994) (or expected to harvest this season (1995)

CROP(S) QUANTITY UNIT OF PERIOD
HARVESTED OR MEASURE
EXPECTED TO BE
HARVESTED

=

22. Of the maize grain harvested In 1994:
a. What fraction was sold?

I.

II.

Ill.

IV.

V.

VI.

All ( I
u:ss than or equal to 1/4 ( J
u:ss than or equal to 1/2 ( J
u:ss than or equal to 3/4 [ J
More than 3/4 r I
None I I
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b. What fraction was consumed by the household?

i. All [ ]
ii. Less than or equal to 1/4 r J
iii. Less than or equal to 1/2 [ J
iv. Less than or equal to 3/4 [ J
iv. More than 3/4 [ J
vi. None [ J

c. What fraction was slored for future use?
I. Less or equal [0 1/3 r I
ii. Less or equal to 1/2 I J

iii. Less or equal [03/4 , J

iv. More than 3/4 [ J

23. Please indicate (he market price for the various produce sold.

CRUP QrA" Tin' sow I'RllT I'J<:R l.\II PFRlOn TOTAL
(\I0\TH/YEARI

24. Please indicate the amount of cash expenses you incurred m the producflon

of the crops you cultivated on your fields (indicate your expenses by {he

lype of operation performed.
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24.

CROP LASD SEfiD. FFIEl.LrLER fURED TRANS. OrnERS

, PREP.-\RA· PLMTING , LAROl'R PORT.-\nO.~ ,.sPEciFY,

nos MATERIAL , , ,
, ,

24 b.

HIREI} L\IIOlR FOR

eROl'
L\.\I!

rJo'

FUT""'''"

~1 Lh.'

'.\1 """

"UI

If., TI fI'J

.>JH"_' 'lULU.",

, ,,,,,-,

NB: Transport cost should include:

I. Cost of carting inputs to farm

ii. Cost of caning output from farm {Q home or consumpUon cenlers

(market)
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25. With respect to the following maize production activities listed below

please indicate the activities perfonned by different household members b)

gender and the approximate number of days it took to complete ead

activity.

NUMBER OF DA YS WORKED ON/BY:

ACTIVITY NUMBER OF MEN WOMEN CHILDREN
DAYS TO
COMPLETE

Land Clearing

Planting

Weed Control

FertilIzer
application

Harvesting

Storage

26. Did you borro\',' any money to help in your maize farming las( year?

1. Yes I ) 2 I J

27. If yes to questlon 26, give the main source of [he money borrowed (Please

tick)

1. Bank I
, Money Lender I I-.
3. Personal Savings I I
4. Cooperative I I
5. Family members I J

6. Others (specl fy) ... .. .......... ........
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28. Please tell me the reason(s) for borrowing?

.....................................................................................

............................. . , .

29. How soon after harvest do you normally sell most of the maize harvestee

10

a. (he major season .

b. the minor season " .

(,.. Please stale the month of the year)

30.a Where do you nonnally slore your maIze after harvest'?

1. Home

2. Farm

3. Others (Please specify)

b How do you store your maIze after harvest:

1. Barnslroom with husk I I

., In barns/room WHhou[ {he husk I I

3. In bags, shelled [ I

4. In cribs with husks I I

5. In cribs without husks I

Others (speCify)

30 c. Do you apply anything lO the stored maizc'?

I. Yes [ J

,

l

d. If 'Yes"

I. \\-'hat do you apply?
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II. How do you apply il?

........................................................................................

..................................................................... .

e. What are the major problems associated with your current storage pracricl

of maize?

I .

2 .

3 .

III. APPLICATIOI\' OF DfPROVED PRODUCTION TECH:\OLOGIES

31. Have you heard of any of the llnprO\'ed maize production technologies')

Yes [ ) No I J

32.

33.

34.

If yes to questlon 1, Please LIst the type(s) of technologIes

I. .

2 .

3

4. .

5 .

Have you used any of the improved maIze production techno!o'lcS you have

mentioned?

Yes [J No I J

If yes 1O Question 33, whIch of [he follmvmg improved maize producnon

[echnologles do you curremly use?

I. Ploughing only

2. Application of chemical ferliIlzer only

3. Planting of improved maize variety only

4. A combination of ploughing and application of chemIcal fertllw:r.

5. A combinarion of ploughing and plaming of improved variety
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6. A combination of planting of improved maize variety and the

application of fertilizer.

7. A combination of ploughing, planting of improved maize variety

and the application of chemical fertilizer

8. Others (specify) ...

35. If No, give derails of your current, maize producrion practice

Land preparation: " .

Planting Matenal: .

f!.lerhod of maintaining of improving sOil fenilHy

III. B. PLANTING OF II\IPROHD VARIETIES

36. Have you ever seen any 'agnc maize",!

I. Yes I I 2 No I I

37. Have you ever grown any "agric maIze";

I. Yes I I 2. No [ I

38. If yes to Question 37, most recent year the crop was grown

.......... and variety grown ..

I.

3.

5.

7.

9.

Dobldi 2. Okomasa

Obatanpa 4. Abeleehi

Aburotia 6. Golden Crystal

Dorke SR 8. Sall,a 2

Kwanzie 10. Others (Specify)
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39. Do you still use the "agric maize" on your farm?

I. Yes [ J 2. No

40. What are your reasons for using the "agric maize"?

Reasons R.on!I
I. Availability of technical guidance [ I ... . ........... ..

2. Increased income I I
3. Availability of production input on time I I
4. Availabili,}' of credl( I I ..........

5. Increased crop yield I I
6. Prevention of loss I I
7. Bener quality grain I I .........

8. Early maturing [ I
9. Drought resIstant [ I ........

10. Belter quallty of seeds I I
1I . Less risky I I ..........

12 InnOV3uon sImple to adopt I I .,' ......

I 13. RecognitIon in community , I -, .... ... ...

14. Taste quality I II
........

15 Ease of Cooking I J .............

16. Grain size I I . .... .... ...

17. O'hers (specify) ...

Which of these do you consider maS( important? Which next ... The leas!

important?

1~5
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41. What are your reasons for not growing "agric maize"? (please rick (he

appropriate reasons).

Reason(s) Rllnk
I. Lack of {echnical guidance [ I .............

2. Lack of producrion input (seeds) [ I ............

3. Lack of fund I I
4. Lack of knowledge I I
5. Very expensive I I
6. Poor quality gra'll1 I I
7. More labour required I I
8. More disease and pest problems I I
9. No real benefit I
to. Extensive l\'fanagement I
11. Very complex to understand I
12. Supplies llO! on rime I I
13. Labour not avadable I I ..........

14. Lack of market I I ........

15. Does nOl store well I I
16. Neighbours do not use I I ........

17. Others, speCify ........ . ..........
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42. With respect to the maize varieties that you currently cultivate, pleast

provide the following informarion

FIELD ",.. VARIETY SOURCE <tt'STln PtlRCIlA.~Ul .'<OURCE OF .\u. OF RBJl'IAR

''0 lIlalA'1 OROWN OF SEW Pt RCHASEO PRICE INFORMATlO:-': YEARS (IF OF SEEI
ON VARlI;TY ·.iROWl:-.:,.; Sllf'f'l. Y

f = Golden Crystal I = Kwanzie

e = Abu rOllJ

d ~ Abekehl

**

"Agnc "=

a ~ Dobidi

b = Okornasa

c = Obatanpa
, = Local

= Farmer's Own Seed ,

g = Dorke - SR

11 = Safira 2.

From another farmer

3 Seed dealer/market

5 MOFA

Regulanty of Supply:

" ~ Global 2000

6 Other (specify)

'-try Regular 2 = Regular 3 Not Regular

43. Have you grown an unpro\ed maize variery in the pasr and later stopped

using it?

J. Yes (Name variety)

2. No

44. Why did you stop usmg the variety'?

.................................
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1lI C. APPLICATION OF CHEMICAL FERTILIZER

45. Have you ever used fertilizer on maize?

I. Yes ( J 2. No [ J

J No I I

\,

46. How many years ago did you stan usmg chemical fertilizer on your maize

farms?

47. Did you use any chemical fertilizer on your maize farms chis growing

season?

I. Yes I I
48. If yes, which type')

= Compound fertilizer (NPKl

2 = Sulphate of ammonIa

3 = Urea

4 = Others (Specify) .

49. From which source(sl dId you obtain the- chemical ferulizer used on maize

farm this cropping season?

MODE OF
PAYMENT

FIELD NO *SOURCE\S) PRICE 50KG QUANTITY QUANTITY
CASH KIND PURCHASED APPLIED,'

PLOT

• I = MOFA 2 = Private Shop/Market 3 = Global 2000

4 ~ other (Specify) ..
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50. If payment is in 'Kind'. whal is the nature of payment?

51. Give me your reasons for using chemical fenilizer in your farms. Pleasl

tick the appropriate reasons. Which of these do you consider mas

important? Which next, ... then the least important?

Reasons(s) Rankin o

l. Availability of technical gUIdance I
2. Increase- crop yields I ........

3. lncreased income I )

4. A\'aiJabdity of input (for fcni!Jzcn I I
5. Supply uf input on wne I J

6. Availability of credH I I
7. Innovation simple 10 adopt I I
8. Availability of labour I J

9. Less risky I )

10. Recognnjon in communit:- [ J ........

II. Other. specify ......

52. What are your reason(s) for not using chemIcal fertilizer on your maize

farms. Please tick the appropnate reason(s).

Reason(s)

I. Lack of technical gUidance I J

2. Lack of production "Input (for fertilizer I ) ...

3. Very expensive I I
4. Lack of Credil I I .........

5. More labour required , )

6. Labour not available I I
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7. More disease and Pe" problems

8. No real benefit

9. Extensive management

10. Very complex to understand

11. Supply not on time

12. Neighbour do not use

13. Land not avai lable

14. Others (Specifv) .

[ J

( J

[ I
[ )

[ )

I )
, I

53. Ha\'e you used chemical fenJlizers on maIze farm In [he past and later

stopptd using them'?

I. Yes I I No I I

~,', ,
~,

5..1-. If yes ro que~tlon 53. Hh\ dId \OU swp'7 Please rank \our fr:<mms.

Ranking:

1 = \ery Important .., = lmp'Jftant 3= not Important

Reason( s) Rank

1. No need for fenJlizer I J

2. High COSt I I
3. Lack of funds I )

4. Orhers specify I J

111.0. APPLICATIO"l OF TRACTOR PLOlGHING

55. Did you plough any of your maize plots thiS grm"'lOg season:

I. Yes [ J 'No I ) go to question 58)

56. How many years ago did you Start ploughmg your maIze pJols'~
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57. Give me your reason(s) for ploughing your maize piOlS. (Please rank you

reasons using the following ranks)

1 = Very Imporlan' 2 = Imponanl 3. NO! Imponant

Reason Ranking

1. Ease of cultural practices

Availability of service/equipment

3. AvaiiabilllY of eredll I I

-I.. Increased crop yield

5. RecognItion III lhe COmmUlllI\

6 Im:reased InCOllle

., Others, speci fy

I I

I I

I J

I I

I I

58. GI\·C mc your rt:JSllfHS) for nOI ploug:hing your maize plllr"! (ple(J~e r~.lf1k

~(Jur reasons uSll1g lhe f0110\\ Illg scale

I = very IlTlpurt ...lIH 2 = ImpOrtanl 3 = Not JlllpOnanl

Reason(sJ Rilllk
Very expensIve I J, Lack of servJ(;e/L'qulpmenl I J

3. Lack of (redJl I I
4. Service not available on tJ/TIe I I
5 Loss of soil fcrtllJty I J

b No real benefit I J

7. Land not adequatc I I
~ Marc labou r rcqUl reLl I I
9 Neighbours do not plough I I
10 Others, please specify.
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59.

60.

If you ever ploughed your plots bu, no longer do so. why not"

1. High cost I J

2. Lack of fund [ )

3. Difficulty in getting services [I

4. Others (specify) .

Do you own a tractor?

I. Yes [I 2. No [

61. If yes, how much of maize plots did you plough [his season:

62. How do you plough your maize pJ()(s'~

I. Hinng

2. Friends/Relatives

3. Others, speci fy . .

63. Of the total number of plots cultivated, how many did you plough'?

Number: _...... . .

Total size ploughed: .

64. How much lnoctl did it cost you '0 plough each of plOlS ploughed this

season?

PWTNO. SIZE (ae/ha)
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IV. TECHNOLOGICAL CAPACITY TO SUPPORT IMPROVED

TECHNOLOGIES

65. Did any agricultural extension officer visit/contact you during the last [WI

years (1993 and 1994)?

Year Visiled by Extension Sraff No of visits

1993 Yes [ I No I J ..........

1994 Yes I I No I I ..... - .. ,.

66. What is the name of rhe agricultural project for which [he extension worker

with whom you are 111 contact \\'orks'~

I. MOFA I I

2. Global 2000 I I

3. O'her (Specify) I J

67. What was the purpose(s) of the eXlenSlOn worker's Visit and what wue

some of rhe major issues/themes discussed?

Pur:pQse(S) of Visits Issues/Themes Djscussed

68. Did you Implement any of rhe issues/themes discussed with the extension

worker on your maize farmmg activities this cropping season?

I. Yes (Speclfyl ..

J No (Why no,'1 .

69. During the last five years, have you attended any agricultural field days at

an experimental or research slation'?

I. Yes I J and Year

2 No 'J
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70. If yes to question 69 indicate some of the major issues or new practices that

you were exposed 10 al the field day.

...................................................................................... -' ..

.................. ,., ,- ,- .

-,

71. Have you implemented any of the new practices you learned at the field day

on your maize fanning activities?

I. Yes (Specify) .

, No (Why nm?) .

72. Sources of lnfonnation about ImprO\'ed I\1aize Production technologies.

From which source(s) do you ge[ information on maize production

(echnologies and how often (what 1$ the frequency), please lick \.vert

applicable .

SOURCE OF INFORMATION VERY OFTEN RARELY NEVEl
OFTEN

1. Fnends/relatives

2. Village Chief! Tradllional Ruler

), ExtenSIon workers

4. Mass Media (TeleviSion. RadiO)

5. CooperatIve farmers union/crop
association

6. NGO

7. Children in School

8. Posters/Pamphlets

9. Field Days
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73 OWNERS OF TRACTORS

a. What is your main source of inputs (fuel. and spare parts?)
.......................................................

b. How regular is the supply? Tick

I. Very regular I I
2. Regular [ I
3. Not regular I I

c. How often do you service you r (ractor in a year:

d. Where do you servIce your equipment;

e. How far IS the service center\\orkshop from residence/farming sites'?

f. On the average. how much do you spend all ser\'lcmg per season'!

g. How do you rate the servIces of the workshop/servicing centers?
1. VCr\' Efficient I I
, Eftlelent I I
3. Ineftlclent [ I

h. How much do you set aside as depreciation for each year?

I. Number of workshop within area? ...

J. Number of Input Supply Centres within the area
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74. FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

a. Do you have any financial institutions here which support maize and
other agricultural production activities?

1. Yes [ ) (Specify number and Type)
.................................................
2. No r )

b. Do you get any support in tem of credit/loan facilities from these
financial institutions?
1. Yes r ) 2. No I I

c. How often IS the service mentioned in (hl available?

1. Very often
2. Often
3. Rarely/seldom
4. Other. (speel fy I .

d. What rate of Interest do you pay on money taken from finanCial
institutions'?

e. l. How far is the nearest bank from your locality?

II. Which bank? ...

1

75. STORAGE FACILITY (SILO)

a. Do you have any government owned storage facilitles in your area?

1. Yes I I 2. No I I

b. If yes (Q question (a), do you store your maize at the available
storage faCIlities?

1. Yes I ) 2. No I I

c. \Vhat is the cost Involved In using the storage facility (silo) for
stonng your maize?
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.
l
I

d. Please give me your reasons for storing your maize in the silo?
................................................................................

e. What are your reasons for not storing your maize in the silo?
........................................................................

76. MARKETING FACIUTlES (Please circle the appropriate response

A. How do you normally sell your maize?

I. Through middlemen
2. Through Ghana Food Distribution Corporallon
3. Others, specify ..

b. \Vhere do you normally sell your maize?

l. On the Local market
r..larket outside locality (Speci fy where. .)

3. To Ghana Food Dlstnbution Depots located In the area
4. Others (Spectt'v I

c. If product (maize) is sold on markets outside locality:

I. What IS the mode of transportatIon of product?

ii. How rellablels the mode of [ran sPOrt'!
I. Very reliable [ )
2. Reliable [ J

3. Not reliable I J

Jl1. What is average cost of transporting a unit of product from locality
(Q the markellng centre?

IV. Do you pay any market tol! on produce marketed outSIde the
locality?
I. Yes , I 2 No I J

v. If yes (Q question (tv) how much do you pay per unit of produL"t:?
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VI. Please give me your estimation of other costs you Incur II

marketing your produce outsIde your locality?
.....................................................

VII. What problems do you have In marketing your produce?

77. For each of the statement below please indicate whether )'OU Strongl}'
Aaree (SA) Agree (A) or Disaaree (0) Please ticka , a .

STATEMEI\T STROI\GLY AGREE DISAGF
AGREE

I I would plough my land only If I
am planting "agnc'rnalze

2. I would apply fertilizer If only I
plough my land and plant "agnc"
maize

3. I would apply fertilizer even If 1
plant local \'ariety

4. I would plough my land even If I
plant local vanety

5. I would plough my land, grow
"agnc" maize and apply ferulizer a[

the same time

6. I would plant "agnc" BlaiZe only If
I can plough my land

7. I would plane "agric maIze only If I
can get money to buy fenilizer to
apply

8. I would plant agric, only if I can
plough my land and a! same time
be able [0 apply fertilizer

9. I would not plough or apply
fertilizer even If I plant "agric"
maIze
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78. Have you heard about the follo\\'ing government policies - Structural

Adjustment Programme? and Privatization and Value Addeq tax?

1. Yea [J 2. No [J

79. If yes to question 78, Has any of these policies influenced your fanning

activities?

1. Yes [ I 2. No . [ I

b. If yes. descnbe ho\\'?

80. Why do you cultivate maize'?

81. a. What are your mam sources of Income?

1. Farm

2. Non-Farm

3. Other (Specifyl

b. My annual income falls wHhm.

I. Less than CSO,OOO

2. ';50,000 - CIOO,OOO

3. CIOI,OOO - c200,OOO
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4. c20l,OOO - Clmillion

5. More lhan CImillion

c. What percemage of your lotal annual IflComc IS obtained from non-farm

acu \ Hles'l

Lc~s [han 25 c ;

,
SUI-;

] ""5 .. ;

• \II Jr~' rII ; II I --;'\ '

; '\')1; c:
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EXTENSION STAFF (FRONT LINE STAFF)

LOCATION OF EXTENSION WORKER: ...........................

EXTENSION WORKER: .

Designacion of Extension officer: .

1. \\'har improved maize production technologies have you dIffused In the area

in the past five years? (Please LiSt)

3. What programme deliver\' methods have you employed in your aCll\ltles)

4. a Have you evaluated any of your programmes In (he area?

I. Yes I J 2. No I I

.
\.
l~

b. If yes. to questlon 3a. which of the Improved malLe production

technologIes are farmers adopting? Please list
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c. In your view what facrors or reasons accounted for the technologie!

adopted?

..................................................................

........................... ~ .
"

d. What factors accounted for !.he non-adoption of the other improved

maize production technologies diffused?

4. Do you think extensIon actlVl[les ha\e conrributed to increased yields In

area?

1. Yes [ I No I I

~.

5. Please indicme by [[eking the appropriate response, the facill1leS readdy

avallable in area [(l support the various improved maize productlon

technologies that you haw extended.

FACILITY YES NO

1. Improved Seed dealers/seed depots

2. Fend Izer sal e Depots

3. Storage facility (Silo)

4. Efficient markenng channels

5. Financial Institutions that readily
offer credit facilities to farmers

6. Ghana Food DIstribution
Corporation purchasmg depot

7. Workshops/spare parts shops

8. Others (Soecify)

1_
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b.

vcry good 2 Good 3 Poor

What lJ the rauu ur tJ;rfllc:n tu -:,ut:n'.lIOfl urta;cr ,n ~our t..hS{(ILt,'arca of

opetillUon"'

7 •

r, .', I -II 11 'I ·1. I.. ."'-, I ". '1 , • _ '"
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR OFFICER·IN-CHARGE OF STORAGE

FACILITIES (SIW)

LOCAnON OF SILO: .

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE:

DESIGNATION OF OFFiCER .

\\'hen was the sllo buill? 19 .. (Year)

I,

2. What was the main obJc'C[m:/sl for butldlng [he stlo?

3. \Vhal IS the total capacity of the silo'?

4. Please tell me the serVll".'es offered by your outfit to small-scale maIze

fanners?

5. What conditions govern lhe storage of produce by small scale farmers 111

SliD:

a. Cost or charges per unlt product stored

., .
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b. How much produce can a farmer store?

c. When can farmers store their products in silo?

6, During the 1st three years, 1992, 1993, and 1994, how many iarmers havt

used these faciliries?

No of farmers

1992

1993

1994

7. What percentage of silo capacity has been u[Jlm~d in last 3 years')

Percentage Capacity {lrillzation

1992

1993

1994

8. How and when is the stored product disposed off?

9. What are lhe main reasons for:

I. Usage of silo by farmers?

II. None Use of Swrage facilities by fanners?
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